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A lot has changed since our 2022 Food and Beverage Reports 
earlier this year:

•  Inflation and interest rates have risen faster than initially 
expected

• Global economic growth forecasts have weakened

• Profitability is challenged due to rising input costs

• Workforce talent continues to be an issue

Food and beverage manufacturers remain well-positioned  
amid challenging conditions, and the outlook remains positive. 

Food and beverage manufacturing sales  
projected to grow and remain strong

Food and beverage manufacturing sales have increased 12% 
during the first half of 2022. Sales growth is expected to slow 
into Q4 as inflationary pressures ease, global economic growth 
moderates and Canadian consumer savings dwindle. We project 
sales to increase 6% in the second half, finishing the year up 9%. 

Leading this sales growth is grain and oilseed milling. Despite 
sales up 22%, volumes are estimated to have declined, primarily 
the result of lower crop yields in 2021. 

The impact of higher prices on consumer demand is evident in 
some industries. We estimate that sales volumes declined for 
dairy, seafood and all alcohol manufacturing industries in the 
first six months of 2022. While inflation in some categories like 
breweries is below average, we are seeing consumers forced 
to cut purchases based on inflation in other areas. Of these 
industries, we are forecasting that seafood, breweries and 
wineries will see sales slip in 2022. Seafood sales have been 
weaker due to lower exports to the U.S. and Japan.

Meat manufacturing price inflation slowed to an estimated 
3% in the first half of 2022 after rising 8% in 2021. Total meat 
consumption has risen in 2022 due to strong demand for chicken 
and pork, while consumers have cut back on beef consumption. 
Beef exports have remained strong, offsetting weaker domestic 
demand. In Q3 to-date, we are seeing more positive trends in 
red meat, and we expect consumption and sales to rise further in 
2023. 

Other industries with healthy volume trends include sugar/
confection, fruit/vegetable preserving and specialty foods,  

soft drinks and bakeries. Sales in these industries are forecasted  
to finish the year strong. 

Food and beverage manufacturing margins 
softening

With consumers focused on purchasing lower-margin basics in 
the face of higher retail prices and with input costs remaining 
elevated relative to selling prices, manufacturing gross margins 
have been under pressure. FCC Economics’ gross margin index in 
food manufacturing fell nearly 10% during the first half of 2022. 
With commodity prices declining, we anticipate margins will start 
to improve, although projections of weaker economic growth over  
the next 12 months will continue to be a headwind.

2022 FCC Food and Beverage Report: 
Mid-year update

Figure 2: First half food and beverage manufacturing gross 
margins fell significantly

Source: FCC Economics, Statistics Canada
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For additional forecasts and commentary, read  

our full mid-year review at fcc.ca/Economics

Kyle Burak, FCC Senior Economist 
September 20, 2022
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In a new national omnibus survey on food security by the University 
of Saskatchewan’s Canadian Hub for Applied and Social Research 
(CHASR), it was found that more Prairie residents are turning to food 
banks to feed themselves than any other region in Canada.  This has 
been exacerbated by soaring grocery bills that have grown at their 
fastest rate since 1981. 

“The Prairies were quite a lot higher, at 10.3 per cent, versus the next 
lowest, British Columbia, at five per cent,” said Dr. Jessica McCutcheon 
(PhD), survey research manager at CHASR.   

Prairie residents (27.8 per cent) are also more likely than Ontarians 
(17.5 per cent) or Quebecers (15.7) to say they have reduced meal           
sizes or skipped meals entirely to save money. And Prairie residents 
(52.2 per cent) are more apt to have grown or hunted their own food 
than Quebecers (37.1 per cent) and Ontarians (41.1 per cent), something 
McCutcheon said could be attributed to the relatively larger rural         
component of the Prairie population.  

McCutcheon said low income is the driving cause for food insecurity, 
and these numbers likely far underestimate the true extent of the       
problem because low-income persons are the most difficult to get to 
complete surveys.    Nearly 78 per cent of respondents said they had    
used coupons or bought food items on sale, 58.6 per cent said they        
had decreased household food waste, and 54.5 per cent said they            
had planned meals to ensure they had enough money and food. As well, 
30.7 per cent said they had eaten less healthy food because it’s cheaper.  

While these statistics are disturbing, especially in a region with so 
much economic opportunity, there is some comfort in the fact that       
grocery retailers in the West are very supportive of their local food banks. 

As for strategies to help Canadians cope with food insecurity and 
raise funds to offset costs, 90 per cent support increasing funding             
to publicly accessible community gardens, 88.5 per cent support 
increasing funding to food banks, 88 per cent support implementing a 
universal healthy school food program, and 
87 per cent providing grocery subsidies to 
low-income households.  

Food Bank Use  
Highest on Prairies
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NESTLÉ CANADA PARTNERS WITH THE 
OCEAN WISE SHORELINE CLEAN-UP 

Nestlé Canada teamed up with Ocean Wise, a non-profit organization 
inspiring action to conserve oceans, to host an employee clean-up in local 
neighbourhoods and parks across Canada. 

The company invited its employees to participate and donate time               
to give back to their communities, through the company’s Nestlé Cares  
volunteer program. 

“At Nestlé Canada, we know that supporting thriving communities starts 
in our own neighbourhoods and our employees are passionate and eager 
to do more in the communities where they live and work,” says John 
Carmichael, president and CEO of Nestlé Canada. “We are committed to 
leaving a positive impact on our community and planet and we’re pleased 
to have joined forces with Ocean Wise to work together to do just that.” 

Nestlé Canada employees 
came together at several      
different clean-up sites spread 
across Canada and helped to 
pick up litter in their local 
neighbourhoods and parks.  

“Over 13 million tonnes of 
plastic end up in the ocean 
each year, and much of this litter 

enters the environment far upstream,” says Lasse Gustavsson, president and 
CEO of Ocean Wise. “The Ocean Wise Shoreline Cleanup being hosted by 
Nestlé will help protect shorelines and waterways in the communities 
where they work and play. As well as providing valuable data that our      
plastics team will use to stop plastic pollution at its source.”

Kraft Heinz Releases 2022 
Environmental Social 
Governance Report, 
‘Together at the Table’ 

The Kraft Heinz Company has released its 
2022 Environmental Social Governance 
(“ESG”) Report, titled “Together at the Table,” 
outlining progress across its ESG priorities 
during the 2021 calendar year. Kraft Heinz 
continues to accelerate toward its global ESG 
goals and diversity, inclusion, and belonging 
aspirations (“Aspirations”), thanks to future-
focused innovations and key collaborations 
with employees, non-profit organizations, 
and ingredient and packaging suppliers. 

The Kraft Heinz ESG strategy is designed to 
prioritize the issues that matter most to the 
company’s business and stakeholders. The 
report highlights progress across three key 
pillars — healthy living & community support, 
environmental stewardship and responsible 
sourcing — that help the company build       

value among its broad set of stakeholders by 
incorporating responsible business practices 
at each stage of its value chain. 

“The food industry has seen countless 
challenges in the last two years,” said Miguel 
Patricio, Kraft Heinz CEO and chair of           
the board of directors. “It is during these 
challenging moments when true innovation 
happens, and collaborations are most 
important. Working with our many partners, 
we are developing solutions to foster a 
more inclusive workforce, address climate 
challenges, and combat food insecurity. Now 
more than ever, it is critical that businesses 
like ours take a leadership role in addressing 
the environmental and social issues that 
affect all of us around the world.”

Arva Flour Mills Announces Acquisition of Red River 
Cereal Brand from The J.M. Smucker Co. 

 
Arva Flour Mills, North America’s oldest continuously operating commercial flour mill, has 

acquired the Red River Cereal Brand from Smucker Foods of Canada Corp., a subsidiary of 
The J.M. Smucker Co. www.arvaflourmill.com. Further plans to distribute the Red River Cereal 
Brand into other retail locations are projected for later this year. “Since acquiring Arva Flour 

Mills last fall, hardly a day went by at our retail store without a customer asking if we carried Red River Cereal. This prompted 
our initial research, and we soon came to the decision that this iconic, nearly century old brand would be a natural fit alongside 
the historic, Arva Flour Mills Brand,” said owner of Arva Flour Mills, Mark Rinker. “”We know that the countless customers who 
used to start their day with Red River Cereal share in our excitement to get this beloved brand back on store shelves.”

600,000 Eggs Donated to Food Banks in BC 
  
BC’s egg farmers know the value of tasty, nutritious food and, by the end of 2022, they 

will have donated 600,000 eggs to Food Banks BC. 
“There has been a 25% increase in the number of visits to food banks since 2021,” says 

BC Egg’s Chair, Gunta Vitins. “Our egg farmers wanted to ensure that as many people      
as possible have access to the high quality protein of eggs so we decided to make a         
significant, ongoing donation to Food Banks BC.” Eggs are the top requested perishable 
item. Eggs are nutritious — delivering all 9 essential amino acids and 6 grams of protein 
per large egg — plus they are versatile and fit into almost every lifestyle. In addition, eggs 
are simple and quick to prepare making them perfect for busy families. 

 Egg farmers Tony and Larissa Garcia have an egg farm in Chilliwack, BC. “My husband and I have six children and we know 
how difficult it is to afford nutritious food,” says Larissa. “We don’t want any parents to be in a position where they can’t feed 
their kids. I’m so pleased to know that some of the eggs from our farm are going to help people in my community.”  

There are egg farms in the Fraser Valley, Okanagan, on the Island and in the North. BC Egg is happy to have local eggs make 
their way to food banks across the province.

Margaret Hudson      
and Jamie Moody 
Receive 2022 FHCP 
Award of Distinction 

Food, Health & Consumer Products 
of Canada (FHPC) has awarded Margaret 
Hudson, president & CEO, Burnbrae 
Farms, and Jamie Moody, retired, vice-
chair of the Tree of Life Canada Adviso-
ry Board, the 2022 Award of Distinction 
at this year’s annual CEO & Executive 
Leadership Conference. The conference 
was  held from October 13-14 at the 
White Oaks Conference Resort & Spa in 
Niagara-on-the-Lake. 

This prestigious award was presented 
to Hudson and Moody in recognition  
of their lasting and profound impact  
on FHCP and Canada’s food, health, 
and consumer products industry. Both  

Margaret and Jamie have been active 
members of FHCP for many years, 
including participation on the board 
and in support of multiple board        
committees.  

 “Margaret Hudson and Jamie Moody 
are the definition of leadership              
by example,” said Michael Graydon, 
CEO, FHCP. “They are both widely      
recognized for their business acumen 
and accomplishments gained through 
careers built upon their relationships 
and their pursuit of product and       
manufacturing excellence. FHCP’s Award 
of Distinction honours them, as much for 
what they have done as who they are, 
both in and out of the boardroom.”

  “Margaret Hudson and Jamie Moody are 
the definition of leadership by example,” 
said Michael Graydon, CEO, FHCP. 

“We are committed to leaving  
a positive impact on our  
community and planet and  
we’re pleased to have joined 
forces with Ocean Wise to work 
together to do just that.
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market update KROGER BUYS ALBERTSONS 
Ken Fenyo, president, research & advisory at Coresight 

Research, a global firm specializing in retail and technology, 
comments on the recent acquisition of Albertsons by Kroger. 
Fenyo was VP, loyalty & digital at Kroger, where he led loyalty 
programs, digital, e-commerce, personalization, pricing, and 
customer insights and analytics. 

 “This deal can make a lot of sense for Kroger. It creates a 
national footprint and scale — they currently haven’t got  
locations in Northern California, the Northeast and several 
other markets. Merging with Albertsons will better position 
Kroger to compete with Walmart and even Amazon on                
a national scale. It’s also an opportunity for cost savings            
— in many locations, there’s a Kroger’s right across from an 
Albertsons, which is highly inefficient. This merger would lead 
to massive savings, as it would eliminate overlaps in stores, 
tech investments, marketing spend, and so on. Perhaps           
the most important benefit would be the data. Kroger’s has        
0a huge data set of national consumer behaviour data, to 
which they apply analytics, personalization, and expertise to 
drive retail media, personalized marketing, and better internal 
decision making. Data is the real gold in the deal. 

 We expect inflation to continue through this year. With this 
and factors like the drought in California sending food prices 
up, this deal could provide some food pricing relief for          
consumers.  Merging with Albertsons will help on margins,     
giving Kroger more scale to negotiate better pricing with  
vendors, CPGs, and other stakeholders.  But overall, retailers 
are not driving the price increases. This is coming more from 
the supply chain, labour shortages, ingredient costs, and 
other external factors.   In many cases, supermarket chains 
have not even been passing on the full costs they have been 
receiving. With Aldi, Lidl and other discount grocers coming 
in, this positions Kroger to drive the market forward. 

  We’re seeing a higher incidence of  antitrust scrutiny of 
these deals coming in from the government, but we see a lot 
of reasons why they should move forward. First and foremost, 
it’s bringing value to the consumer. Kroger, more than any 
other traditional grocer, has been invested in price. They         
take seriously the idea that they want to save money and 
invest that back into the consumer — they’ve committed     
$500 million into pricing — and into their employees across 
the combined companies. Even with the merger, Kroger will     
have somewhere between 10 and 15 per cent of market share. 
They won’t be the dominant player; there’s still plenty of  
competition in the market. But Kroger’s commitment to pricing 
could make this a net positive for the economy.”

LOBLAW FREEZES PRICES ON 1,500              
NO NAME PRODUCTS 

Loblaw has announced a 
price freeze on more than 
1,500 no name brand items, 
in an effort to provide          
grocery bill predictability to 
Canadians facing the highest 
food inflation in decades. 
With a range of grocery and 
household essentials, no name 
is Canada’s second-largest 
food brand, already offering 
average savings of 25 per 
cent against comparable 
name brands. 

Available within minutes of 
most Canadians, the brand  
is sold in more than 2,400 
stores, including Loblaws, 
Zehrs, Real Canadian Superstore, no frills, T&T, Atlantic Superstore, 
Maxi and Shoppers Drug Mart. The no name brand has a wide assort-
ment of essentials including apples, potatoes, butter, eggs, cheese, 
rice, pasta, toilet paper and paper towels. 

The price freeze announcement complements the company’s           
ongoing efforts to bring value to Canadians. This year, the PC             
Optimum program is on track to provide members with well over            
$1 billion worth of loyalty points, more than ever before.   

In addition, Loblaw has increased its support for food charities this 
year, adding hundreds of thousands of dollars to food banks and      
food recovery programs.  Routinely, the company raises and donates 
more than $50 million for food charities, including the company’s own 
President’s Choice Children’s Charity as it works to feed one million 
children annually.

Merging with Albertsons will better position 
Kroger to compete with Walmart and even 
Amazon on a national scale.

Concord National 
Announces Senior 
Leadership Promotion  

Tony Luongo, president of Concord National 
LLP, has announced that Sebastien Descôteaux 
will take on the newly created position of 
vice-president and general manager of the 
company’s conventional brokerage division, 
Concord National. Descôteaux started his 
career with the company as the lead for      
Quebec operations in September 2008 and 
held that position until the formation of       
Concord National LLP, on April 1st, 2021. With 
the newly formed LLP, he took on the role of 
vice-president, regional accounts, for the  
conventional brokerage division. In this role, 
Descôteaux demonstrated strong leadership 
coast-to-coast with the regional account team, 
delivering exceptional results. “As vice-president 
and general manager, Concord Division, 
Sebastien will have full responsibility for the 
day-to-day operations of the conventional 
brokerage division. He will work closely with 
Krista Cunningham, general manager, Indigo 
natural products management, the company’s 
natural brokerage division, to ensure the 
strategic alignment of the two divisions on a 
national basis,” said Luongo. 
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market update

Fresh St. Market Opens Seventh Location in 
Langley at Thunderbird Centre 
With great excitement, B.C.-based and family-owned Fresh St. 
Market has opened its seventh Fresh St. Market in Langley with 
their Walnut Grove market-concept grocery store. 

 
“We are proud to bring Fresh St. Market and a local-focused shopping experience 

to Langley with the opening of our seventh location,” says Mark McCurdy,            
vice-president retail operations and brand strategy, Fresh St. Market. “At Fresh         
St. Market, with everything from our local seafood, cheese, and curated meats, we 
are bringing the best of British Columbia and world discoveries to Walnut Grove.” 

Fresh St. Market in Walnut Grove will offer customers a store experience inspired 
by the executive and culinary team’s touring of top public markets and eateries 
across North America.  

“This destination brings a market-like experience to those who live in and around 
the Fraser Valley who also enjoy supporting local farmers and producers,” adds 
McCurdy. “Langley and neighbouring communities in the Fraser Valley have long 
been known for rich agricultural produce and food. At Fresh St. Market we are proud 
to continue our support of the farmers and businesses operating in our community.” 

Fresh St. Market’s sustainability manager has been very much part of the planning 
of this new location. Customers will find a clearly labeled and accessible compost 
and recycling area to reduce waste. In addition to in-house food waste composting, 
the Walnut Grove Fresh St. Market joins other locations in their work with food 
recovery program, FoodMesh, to ensure all unsalable edible food doesn’t end up 
in the landfill. The surplus food is diverted to local charitable organizations, to be 
used for meals, within the Langley community. Since partnering with Food Mesh 
in 2020, Fresh St. Market has diverted one million meals to over 200 local charities 
throughout British Columbia.

DOMESTIC BEEF 
PRODUCTION UP 

Canadian domestic beef production 
(domestic slaughter plus slaughter 
exports) was up 0.6% year-to-date 
(October 8, 2022), supported by larger 
volumes produced in the first half of 2022. 
Fed production (from youthful cattle) was 
up 0.6% and non-fed production (from 
mature cattle) was up 0.3%.  

As production eased through the 
second half of the year, it is projected 
to be down 1% annually in 2022, to       
1.59 million tonnes (3.5 billion pounds). 
Fed beef production is projected to       
be down 1.7% as steer marketings are 
down in the second half of the year. 
Non-fed beef production is projected 
to be up 2.8%, assuming poor pasture 

conditions and high cow prices would 
push larger volumes of Canadian cows 
to market this fall. While there is some 
lag in the data, larger cow marketings 
have yet to be noted by mid-October. 
Smaller cow marketings and heifer 
placements would indicate potential 
for herd expansion in 2024, but would 
do little to alleviate the tightening       
cattle supply projected for 2023. 

Beef production for 2023 is forecast 
to be down 3-4.5% in 2023, from lower 
domestic slaughter (down 2-4%) and 
live slaughter exports (down 6-11%). 
The decline could be 1 to 2% smaller, 
depending on net feeder cattle trade 
that will be driven by relative feed costs 
in Canada and the US. 

CONAGRA BRANDS EXPANDS RECYCLING PROGRAM WITH TERRACYCLE 
 
Conagra Brands Inc. is taking action to reduce the amount of waste going into landfills. In partnership with international        

recycling leader TerraCycle, Conagra Brands Canada is expanding its free recycling program to offer consumers across Canada 
a way to responsibly recycle more Conagra Brands popcorn packaging waste. 

The current Angie’s BOOMCHICKAPOP Recycling Program provides consumers in Canada the      
opportunity to recycle empty Angie’s BOOMCHICKAPOP ready-to-eat popcorn bags, microwave         
popcorn bags, and outer plastic packaging. Now, through the newly expanded program, TerraCycle will 
begin accepting recycling packaging used by other Conagra Brands popcorn brands as well, including 
Orville Redenbacher, ACT II, Jiffy Pop, Crunch ‘n Munch, and Poppycock.  

“At Conagra Brands, we are committed to nourishing the planet and strive to advance environmentally 
responsible practices to reduce waste,” said Akash Adhvaryu, brand manager of Angie’s BOOMCHICKAPOP, 
Conagra Brands Canada. “By expanding our partnership with TerraCycle, consumers in Canada can now 

enjoy more of their favourite popcorn brands while reducing their environmental impact through this innovative recycling solution.” 
Consumers can also earn recycling rewards for every shipment sent in through TerraCycle, which can be redeemed in the form 

of a donation to a school or charity of their choice. 
“Now more than ever, consumers don’t want to sacrifice the planet for their own convenience,” said Tom Szaky, CEO and founder 

of TerraCycle. “Together, Conagra Brands Canada and TerraCycle will keep as many of these popcorn bags and packaging out of 
landfills as possible, allowing consumers to continue to enjoy their favourite snacks while eliminating waste at the same time.”

New Alvarez & Marsal Sustainability      
in Grocery Report Finds “Responsible 
Retail” More Profitable and Effective 

Global professional services firm Alvarez & Marsal’s       
Consumer Retail Group (A&M CRG) has released its newest 
grocery report, The Grocer’s Sustainability Playbook: How 
Sustainability Can Boost Your Bottom Line, which looks at      
the growing role and influence of sustainability and the eco-
conscious consumer across the grocery industry.  

Based on field observations of co-authors David Ritter and 
Jeremy Levine, former operators in the grocery space, The 
Grocer’s Sustainability Playbook offers practical tips that      
grocers can put into practice in the next 3 to 6 months. 

“Our objective was to understand how sustainability solves 
traditional pain points and conversely, to identify new potential 
new pains it creates,” noted David Ritter, managing director       
at Alvarez & Marsal’s Consumer Retail Group. “Sustainability      
is more critical now than ever, but it’s a word with multiple 
meanings.  We tried to break down everything encompassed 
in the term “sustainable” for the grocery industry, including 
consumers, retailers and investors.” The Study found that: 
 
•    “Quick wins” for grocers include making targeted 
     assortment upgrades, reducing store delivery frequency, 
     shifting to domestic sourcing, and reducing waste,  
     especially in fresh  
•    Grocers can implement meaningful change in  
     merchandising, supply chain, and store operations 
 
•    Benefits of taking sustainability measures go beyond  
     helping the planet to include greater customer loyalty and 
     buy-in and improved topline and gross margin  
•    Sustainability is growing in importance for investors  
     as well as consumers 

GLBC Wins twice at            
NA Paperboard Packaging 
Design Competition 
 

Great Little Box Company/ Ideon  
Packaging (GLBC) recently won two 
Excellence Awards at the Paperboard 
Packaging Council’s (PPC) 79th  
annual North American Paperboard 
Packaging Competition.  

 
The packaging designs recognized in PPC’s      

competition represent some of the best folding     
cartons and rigid boxes manufactured over the past 
year. The awards are administered and hosted by PPC 
and judged by a jury of packaging professionals, 
industry experts, and professors.  

 
The awards are: 

 
GOLD AWARD FOR:  
BRAND & IRON  
ORIGAMI CANDLE BOX.   
 
The challenge was 
to design a unique 
candle box that 
was sleek and 
minimalist on the 
outside but with a  
surprising and delightful 
opening experience for       
the customer.  The design was 
thoughtfully created to fold into itself, so no          
adhesive was required.  
                                   
EXCELLENCE AWARD FOR:  
OM ORGANICS 
SKINCARE BEAUTY LINE 
 
The challenge was to create a package that aligned 
with the company’s values and goals. By using the 

simplicity of onecolor 
print and printing on 
the uncoated side of 
the board a more       
natural, earthy feel was 
accomplished paying 
homage to OM’s con-
cept of being beauti-
fully made. 

 
“On behalf of the 

Paperboard Packaging 
Council, I congratulate 

all of this year’s deserving winners,” said Ben 
Markens, president of PPC. “To be recognized in our 
competition is a feat, demonstrating mastery in 
design, manufacturing, distribution, shelf presence, 
and much more. It is a true stamp of excellence.”
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market update POST SHOW REVIEW

PHOTOS PROVIDED BY SIAL PARIS

T
he results are extremely positive, from the latest      
edition of SIAL Paris, showing it to be the world’s  
first large-scale event to succeed in reaching its        

pre-pandemic level, both in terms of exhibitors and           
visitors. Indeed, the trade fair assembled more than 7,000 
exhibitors from 127 countries (90% from abroad) with 
admission figures nearly equivalent to those of 2018: 
265,000 professionals and an even more spectacular        
proportion of visitors from abroad (85%) including 50% 
importers/exporters and 8,000 top purchasers who alone 
represent a purchasing portfolio of more than 50 billion 
euros. The event upheld all its promises to reunite the     
businesses of the sector, reinforcing its position as the not-
to-be-missed gathering of the worldwide agribusiness field. 

This edition was a medley of ingredients, recipes and 
flavours: an unparalleled worldwide showcase of the 
dynamic Food Planet, consolidating business leaders, 
inventors, producers, entrepreneurs, distributors and 
restaurateurs. This is truly the worldwide laboratory for 
food innovation in every sense of the word. The agrifood 
industry is showing resilience and an incredible capacity 
to face enormous challenges: namely, to feed 10 billion 
human beings by 2050 in an ethical way while protecting 
the planet, in the words of Nicolas Trentesaux, general 
director of SIAL Network.  

The five-day event hosted a succession of 120 official    
visits by international delegations, demonstrating that food 
and the culinary arts are increasingly important drivers        
for a country’s communication and more generally its 
diplomacy. For the first time, Italy was the most prevalently 
represented country at SIAL, with more than 800 exhibitors 
promoting the simplicity and finesse of its flavourful cookery. 
This edition enjoyed considerable participation from the 
European countries and a very strong prevalence of       
purchasers from Turkey, the United States, South Korea 
and Brazil. South Korea also demonstrated itself to be a 
new expression for gourmet expression, with 132 brands 
exhibiting within its pavilion, showcasing their appeal 
through the skills of Korean chefs and also a renowned French 
chef, Eric Trochon. A Korean brand also received a SIAL       
Innovation Grand Prix in the Savory Dry Goods category for 
the freeze-dried version of a dish which is emblematic of 
the country’s gourmet heritage: kimchi. 

SIAL could not have had a more fitting theme than 
“OWN THE CHANGE” which highlighted all the links in       
the chain which are joining the commitment to innovate, 
produce, distribute and consume in a more virtuous way. 
This is a way for SIAL to project itself into the future and thus 
provide assistance in anticipating tomorrow’s ingredients 
and technologies as well as consumer expectations in 
terms of health, authenticity, transparency and enjoyment. 
As an extension of this dynamic, the new CXMP BtoB  
marketplace will make it possible for exhibitors and       
visitors to continue their online dealings well beyond the 
trade fair. This essential business tool, specially designed 
for professionals, already boasts 6 million pages viewed. 
SIAL PARIS is already beginning to prepare for its next 
edition, from October 19 to 23, 2024. Once again, it 
promises to rally all the professionals of the Food Planet, 
and moreover will celebrate an important milestone for 
the trade fair: its 60th anniversary!  ● 

SIAL Paris   
REASSERTS ITS STANDING AS THE WORLD’S  
FOREMOST FOOD INDUSTRY EVENT 

The Paris-based trade fair has come to a close, but SIAL Network 
still has great events in store by the end 
of the year with three upcoming events: 
SIAL Interfood Jakarta, SIAL in India 
New Delhi, and SIAL in China Shanghai.

115-AP-SIAL-PARIS-CANADA-206,375x273,05.indd   1 07/07/2022   11:20

CALGARY CO-OP ANNOUNCES REBRAND:  
FROM CO-OP TO CALGARY CO-OP 

Calgary Co-op announced the company is rebranding from Co-op to Calgary        
Co-op across all of its lines of business. The locally owned co-operative is also        
introducing a new visual identity for all locations, including Calgary Co-op food, 
pharmacy, wine spirits beer, cannabis, and home health care stores, as well as gas 
stations. The rebrand and new logo, which will be rolled out in the coming months, 

marks a new era for the cooperative that has 
served Calgary and area for more than 65 years, 
and signals a renewed commitment to its         
members to be the right store for life’s essentials 
and more, every single day. 

Says Ken Keelor, CEO of Calgary Co-op, “With 
the support of our nearly 4,000 team members, 
today we are rebranding to Calgary Co-op and 
rolling out a new look. We have been known by 
our members as Calgary Co-op for some time, 
and now we’ll lean into a new visual identity.” 

According to Keelor, the new logo demonstrates 
several elements, including the open arms of the 
brand’s co-operative values, as well as the local 

producers whose hands seed the fields. Keelor continues, “We’ll be positioning          
ourselves in the market with our ‘Life’s in Store’ brand platform, showcasing Calgary 
Co-op’s commitment to providing life’s essentials, as well as a lifetime of benefits, 
rewards and savings for our members. More than ever, we are committed to local, 
exceptional in-store experiences, and an increased investment in the community.” In 
conjunction with the re-brand, the co-operative will be rolling out new technology for 
its members later in 2023, including a new member-facing app offering instant 
rewards and benefits, a new modernized membership program, better transparency 
to patronage earnings and enhancing the ways members can save.

Calendar of  
Upcoming Events 

 
February 26-28, 2023 
The nga Show 2023 
Caesars Forum Convention Centre 
Las Vegas, Nevada, USA 
https://www.thengashow.com/ 
 
March 27-29, 2023 
The Sweet and Snacks Expo 
Las Vegas Convention Center 
Las Vegas, Nevada, USA 
www.worldteaexpo.com 
 
March 30- April 2, 2023 
CHFA NOW Vancouver 
Vancouver Convention Centre West Building 
Vancouver, BC 
https://chfanow.ca/vancouver 
 
April 23 – April 25, 2023 
Grocery & Specialty  
Food West 
Vancouver Convention Centre, East Building 
Vancouver, BC, Canada 
gsfshow.com
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The first day featured keynotes, informative workshops, 
a visit from Ontario’s Minister of Agriculture, Food and 
Rural Affairs, the exciting Top Ten in Grocery Awards, Top 
Booth Awards and the highly coveted Merchandising 
Excellence Awards! The day began with an important       
4-person panel discussing the Grocery Code on the        
A. Lassonde Main Stage followed by a keynote by Farm 
Credit Canada’s Chief Economist, J.P. Gervais. This           
set the stage for a visit from Ontario’s Minister of         
Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs, Lisa Thompson.  

The Insights & Innovations Trade Floor Stage Sessions 
were equally impressive, with topics dealing with 
Workplace Mental Health, meeting the post-pandemic 
needs of online grocery consumers and a session on 
how to navigate the increasingly challenging search 
for talent. The New Product Showcase (NPS) in the 
main lobby, as always, was a Show highlight featuring 
the latest in product innovations, packaging, and       
sustainable offerings. 

The second day built on this fantastic content, 
excitement, and momentum, beginning with breakfast 

and a morning session hosted by Tony Chapman with 
Christy McMullen, Summerhill Market, Jamie Nelson, 
Pattison Food Group and Erin Higdon, Atlantic          
Grocery Distributors, discussing affordability, locally 
grown, private label and talent. This was followed by 
a Sector Insight presented by Amar Singh of Kantar 
who examined macro disrupters, the evolution of        
the “shopper” and gave us a glimpse into the future. 
This was followed by a fireside chat hosted by Tony 
Chapman who spoke with Dragon’s Den star and CEO 
of District Communications, Arlene Dickinson — all 
before the first coffee break! The balance of the 
morning featured concurrent workshops with such 
timely topics as “Ethnic Consumers”, “Staff Retention 
and Recruiting”, “Supply Chain” and the insights 
gained from the Independent Grocer Survey Results, 
allowing business owners to benchmark their business 
against the survey results. The evening began with a 
cocktail reception followed by the much anticipate 
gala dinner and the Independent Grocer of the Year 
Awards (IGYA). 

POST-SHOW UPDATE

By Frank Yeo

GREAT  
TO  BE BACK!
CFIG holds first in-person 
event since pandemic

T
he Canadian Federation of Independent Grocers has concluded the 

first live and in-person Grocery Innovations Canada trade show and 

conference since the pandemic on a very high note.

VIEW FOOD AND NON-FOOD CATEGORIES
SUBMISSION REGISTRATION CLOSES DECEMBER 31, 2022
www.rccgrandprix.ca

For questions about this year’s Canadian Grand Prix New Product Awards program, including the 
submissions process, please contact Pierre Chartier pchartier@retailcouncil.org or (514) 830-5429

in the 30th Annual Canadian Grand Prix 
New Product Awards!

CONSUMER PACKAGED GOODS AND PRIVATE LABEL BRANDS ARE



2022 MASTER MERCHANDISER 
AWARDS WINNERS ANNOUNCED  

 
Awards for the best merchandising displays in 

Canadian grocery were presented at The Merchandising 
Excellence Awards on Tuesday, Oct. 25.  

A total of 15 prizes were awarded (3 different store size 
groupings and 5 different merchandising categories).         
A panel of experienced industry judges determined 
category winners based on: creativity & visual appeal; 
effective use of signage; display shopability; effective 
cross-merchandising; and supporting manufacturer 
compliance.  

 
New Product Small Surface Gold 
South Hill Fine Foods, Moose Jaw, SK  
Perry Chambers and Store Team Supplier – Cary Bailey. 
 
Medium Surface Gold 
Colemans Food Centre, Mt. Pearl, NL Coleman  
Family Supplier – Jacqueline Stanford. 
 
Large Surface Gold 
Longo Bros. Fruit Markets, Woodbridge, ON  
Frank Sangirardi and Longo’s Weston Team Supplier 
– Heather Frenette. 
 
Themed Event Small Surface Gold 
South Hill Fine Foods, Moose Jaw, SK  
Perry Chambers and Store Team Supplier – Carey Bailey. 
 
Medium Surface Gold 
Save-On-Foods, Revelstoke, BC Brian Clark  
and SOF - Revelstoke Team Supplier – Lorie Mills  
– Acosta Canada. 
 
Large Surface Gold 
Save-On-Foods #980 - Orchard Plaza, Kelowna, BC 
Todd Ryder, Eric Falkenberg and Orchard Plaza 
Team Supplier – Cory Morash. 

 
Perimeter Display Small Surface Gold 
Turtleford Co-op, Turtleford, SK Turtleford Store 
Team Supplier – Carol Rissling.  
 
Medium Surface Gold 
Sharpe’s Food Market, Campbellford, ON John, Mike 
and Steve Sharpe and Store Team Supplier – Annette. 
 
Large Surface Gold 
IGA Extra, Marché Gagnon et fils inc., Pointe-Claire, 
PQ Yves Gagnon et Marc Thériault Supplier – 
Catherine Gougeon  
 
Multi-Manufacturer Small Surface Gold 
Sun Valley Market, Scarborough, ON Jim Bexis and 
Store Team Supplier – Mark Stire. 
 
Medium Surface Gold 
Co-op Food Store – Chappelle, Edmonton, AB Tyler 
Cranshaw and Store Team Supplier – Brian Karst. 
 
Large Surface Gold 
Save-On-Foods #980 – Orchard Plaza, Kelowna, BC 
Todd Ryder, Eric Falkenberg and Orchard Plaza 
Team Supplier – Cory Morash  
 
Single Manufacturer Small Surface Gold  
South Hill Fine Foods, Moorse Jaw, SK Perry Cham-
bers and Store Team Supplier – Corey Bailey. 
 
Medium Surface Gold 
Powell’s Supermarket, Bay Roberts, NL John Mercer and 
Powell’s Bay Roberts Team Supplier – Wade Tetford. 
 
Large Surface Gold 
Freson Bros. Stony Plain, Stony Plain, AB Annette 
Lee and Team Members Supplier – Lisa Lafonde. 
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2022 TOP TEN  
IN GROCERY AWARDS  

 

 

 

Williwaw Pet Treats  
(Northern Pet Products Inc)  
Product Name: Williwaw Pet 
Treats  
Category: Best Treat  
 
Hensall Foods Inc.  
Product Name: Larger Than Life 
Shrimp & Rice  
Category: Best Packaging 
  
Morris National  
Product Name: Pudding Cups  
Category: Best Dessert 
 
CC Sauce  
Product Name: Garlic Chili Oil  
Category: Ethnic 
 
Saputo Dairy Products  
Canada GP (Saputo Inc.)  
Product Name: Armstrong 
Mmmm… Bacon  
Category: Convenience  
 
Happy Pops Inc.  
Product Name: Happy Pops  
Rainbow  
Category: Frozen  
 
Out of the Box Packaging Inc.  
Product Name: Superfood Bites  
Category: Best Snack  
 
Kruger Products L.P.  
Product Name: Bonterra  
Bath Tissue  
Category: Sustainability  
 
The Coca-Cola Company  
Product Name: Fairlife Chocolate 
Ultrafiltered Milk 
Category: Best Beverage  
 
Prelam Enterprises Ltd.  
Product Name: Laundry Detergent  
Category: Non-Food Item 
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2022 CANADIAN INDEPENDENT  
GROCERS OF THE YEAR  
HERITAGE AWARD   

 
Arnold Rands Award  
For the best multigenerational grocery store that is 
privately owned and has been in the same family for 
at least two generations and in the same community 
for a minimum of 35 years.  
Patrick & Daniel Plouffe, Métro Plouffe Farnham, 
Québec  
 
 
NATIONAL AWARDS – GOLD, SILVER, BRONZE IN 
SPECIALTY CATEGORY  
 
Bronze Award  
Choices Markets Kitsilano, Vancouver, BC 
 
Silver Award 
Jason Park, Galleria Supermarket, Oakville, ON  
 
David C. Parsons Award 
Alnoor Datoo, Dean Robev, Brad McMullen, Christy 
McMullen, and Robert McMullen, Summerhill Market  
– Rosedale, Toronto,  

REGIONAL AWARDS: 
SMALL, MEDIUM, LARGE  

 
REGIONAL SMALL SURFACE CATEGORY  
 
Yukon/BC 
Pepper’s Foods, Victoria, BC  
 
Alberta/Sask./Manitoba/NWT/Nunavut  
Jason Bartlett and Team, Freson Bros. Valleyview, AB  
 
Ontario 
Luka Cuvalo, Matt Rogge, Bart Bowler and Brad 
McMullen, Summerhill Market – Forest Hill, Toronto, ON  
 
Quebec/Atlantic Canada 
St. Anthony Team, Colemans Grocery Store,  
St. Anthony, NL  

 
REGIONAL MEDIUM SURFACE CATEGORY  
 
BC/Yukon  
Royal Oak, Country Grocer (Royal Oak), Victoria, BC  
 
Alberta/Sask./Manitoba/NWT/Nunavut 
Sally Congdon and Team, Freson Bros., Hinton Hill, AB  
 
Ontario 
Longo’s Walkers Line Team, Longo’s Walkers Line, 
Burlington, ON  
 
Quebec /Atlantic Canada 
Daniel Plouffe, Métro Plouffe de Waterloo,  
Waterloo, QC  

REGIONAL LARGE SURFACE CATEGORY  
 

BC/Yukon 
Darcy Ginter and the entire team,  
Quality Foods, Parksville, BC  
 
Alberta/Sask./Manitoba/NWT/Nunavut 
Kerry Waldo and Team, Freson Bros., Fresh Market, 
Rabbit Hill, Edmonton, AB  
 
Ontario 
Longo’s Ajax Team, Longo’s, Ajax, ON  
 
Quebec/Atlantic Canada 
Daniel Plouffe, Métro Plouffe de Magog, Magog, QC 

 
 

NATIONAL AWARDS: 
GOLD, SILVER, BRONZE IN 
SMALL/MEDIUM/LARGE  

 
SMALL SURFACE CATEGORY  
 
Bronze Award 
Pepper’s Foods, Victoria, BC   
Silver Award 
Colemans Grocery Store, St. Anthony, NL 
 
Gold Award 
Luka Cuvalo, Matt Rogge, Bart Bowler and Brad 
McMullen, Summerhill Market – Forest Hill, Toronto, ON  
 
MEDIUM SURFACE CATEGORY  
 
Bronze Award 
Royal Oak, Country Grocer (Royal Oak), Victoria, BC  
 
Silver Award 
Daniel Plouffe, Métro Plouffe de Waterloo, Waterloo, QC  
 
Gold Award 
Longo’s Walkers Line Team, Longo’s Walkers Line, 
Burlington, ON  

 
LARGE SURFACE CATEGORY   
Bronze Award 
Longo’s, Ajax, ON  
 
Silver Award 
Daniel Plouffe, Métro Plouffe de Magog, Magog, QC  
 
Gold Award 
Kerry Waldo and Team, Freson Bros., Fresh Market, 
Rabbit Hill, Edmonton, AB  

 
 

LIFE MEMBER DESIGNATIONS 
 
Giancarlo Trimarchi, CFIG Chair, Thomas Shurrie, president and CEO, and the CFIG board of directors announced Cara Keating, 

Chief Commercial Officer for Frito Lay North America, as the 2022 recipient of CFIG’s prestigious Life Member Award in the 
Industry Builder category. As the new chief commercial officer for Frito Lay North America, she has spent over two decades in 
the consumer-packaged goods industry.  

Jim Bexis of Sun Valley Supermarket Toronto, Ontario, was the 2022 recipient in the Independent Grocer category. Like many 
other independent grocers, Jim Bexis wasn’t born into the business. Gerry Aravantinos, his father-in-law, needed help at his       
Sun Valley Fine Foods, and Bexis agreed to lend a hand at the store, which was located in Toronto’s Greektown neighbourhood. 
He started out in the back office in 1985, and then moved to the new Sun Valley Supermarket when it opened in 1986. Bexis 
now owns the store along with his partners, brothers-in-law Peter Vacirtzoglou and Spiros Aravantinos.  
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GET READY FOR NEXT YEAR! 
 

Grocery & Specialty Food West  
returns April 24 & 25, 2023  
at the Vancouver Convention Centre, East Building  
 

Grocery Innovations Canada  
returns 2023 October 24 & 25, 2023  
at the Toronto Congress Centre, North Building

PLATINUM ACHIEVEMENT  
AWARDS: 
 
Brad and Janey Scott and Jordyn McClelland, BJ’s 
Country Market, Delaware, ON  
 
Country Grocer Bowen Road, Nanaimo, BC  
 
Annette Lee and Team Members,  
Freson Bros. Fresh Market, Stony Plain, AB  
 
Longo’s Leaside Team, Longo’s – Leaside, Toronto, ON  
 
Chris Rueschmann and store team,  
Quality Foods, Powell River, BC  
 
Alex Karatsoreas, Brad McMullen, Christy McMullen  
and Robert McMullen, Summerhill Market 
– Sherwood, Toronto, ON 
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ON OUR COVER

By Carly Peters

Arctic Co-operatives Ltd. 
celebrates 50 years  
of serving others  
and building stronger 
communities 

T
he vastness of Canada’s north offers both unpar-
alleled beauty and challenges. The communities 
that call it home have survived and thrived               

by understanding the power of sharing knowledge, 
combining resources, and working together. For                  
50 years, Arctic Co-operatives Limited (Arctic Co-op) 
has been a conduit for those values, empowering diverse 
businesses that share a common vision to improve      
community well-being in Canada’s north. 

The earliest co-operatives in the Arctic were 
incorporated in the late 1950s/early 1960s and, in many 
communities, were the first locally owned businesses in 
the North. In those days, local co-ops had strong ties to 
traditional ways of life, and cultural activities, such as 
arts and crafts production, fur harvesting, and commercial 
fisheries, were the motivation behind the development 
of the first co-ops. These businesses played an important 
role in community development as people began settling 
where services were readily available. 

In February 1972, delegates representing 26 co-ops in 
the Northwest Territories met in Churchill, Manitoba 
to consider the advantages of working together through 
a co-operative service federation. Most co-ops throughout 
the territories operated retail stores and needed a supply 
network along with help to navigate the numerous 
logistical challenges of supplying remote Arctic 
communities. Members understood that by working 
together they could all accomplish more.  

Fifty years later, Arctic Co-operatives Limited is a great 
example of Indigenous community economic development 
in Canada. The 33 co-ops are 100 per cent independently 
owned and controlled Inuit, Métis, and First Nations 
businesses located across Nunavut, the Northwest Territories, 
and Yukon. They operate retail stores, hotels, restaurants, 
cable television, arts and crafts marketing, fuel distribution, 
construction and heavy equipment services, and property 
rentals. The introduction and enhancement of these services 
has helped to develop community infrastructure and keep 
those important culture aspects alive. 

However, the true co-op advantage is about giving 
everyday people opportunities to improve community 
well-being and prosperity while achieving their business, 
social, and other goals, explains Rod Wilson, chief 
executive officer at Arctic Co-op. 

NORTHERN  

LIGHT
Rod Wilson  
Chief Executive Officer  
at Arctic Co-op.

Photo Steve Salnikowski
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“Arctic Co-op is there to serve their 
members and operate with the best interest 
of members at the forefront. So, when we 
talk about milestones over the past 50 years, 
a milestone is really any time a co-op is 
successful. That success means every 
member benefits and returns economic 
wealth back into the community.”  

In the last 20 years alone, Arctic Co-op 
has paid over $121 million to the 33 co-ops, 
who in turn have paid over $179 million 
to the individual co-op members in their 
communities. Additionally, the co-op 
system employs 1,000 people in Canada’s 
Arctic and pays approximately $32.5 
million in wages and benefits annually. 
In fact, Arctic Co-op’s home office has 

been awarded Manitoba Top Employer 
for six consecutive years. 

Wilson adds another key benefit to the 
co-op system is that it has provided voice 
for the members; they can democratically 
control the destiny of the businesses and 
the usage of their services. 

“The co-op board is made up of their 
family, their friends. It provides a greater 

opportunity for everyone to work together 
to better the community,” says Wilson. 

Leveraging that collective voice has 
resulted in some key advancements to 
operations, particularly when it comes to 
the logistics of getting food to the North. 

Air is by far the most expensive method 
of transporting goods but is critical in 
bringing fresh food, such as produce, milk, 

(Left to Right): Glenn Williams,  CFO, Jack Ediger, VP operations, Rod Wilson,  CEO, Mary Nirlungayuk, VP  corporate services &  corporate secretary.

THE CO-OP SYSTEM EMPLOYS 1,000 PEOPLE IN CANADA’S 

ARCTIC AND PAYS APPROXIMATELY $32.5 MILLION IN WAGES 

AND BENEFITS ANNUALLY. IN FACT, ARCTIC CO-OP’S 

HOME OFFICE HAS BEEN AWARDED MANITOBA TOP 

EMPLOYER FOR SIX CONSECUTIVE YEARS. 
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and bread, to the northern towns. Depending 
on the population, some communities may 
get daily deliveries, while others get drops 
two to three times a week. To ensure more 
frequent flights, without a significant price 
increase for the goods shipped, in 2020, 
Arctic Co-op established an investment 
in Chrono Aviation. In February 2022, 
the charter air service began flying Canada’s 
first Boeing 737-800 SF freighter aircraft 
from Winnipeg to Iqaluit twice a week. 
The new plane carries about half as much 
freight as the previous cargo jet but allows 
for more flexibly and efficiently, along 

with being able to land and maneuver on 
shorter airstrips; something that has 
restricted or delayed deliveries to smaller 
communities in the past.  

Around the same time, Arctic Co-op, 
along with several other partners, 
established Nunavut Sealink and Supply 

Incorporated (NSSI), to give members 
access to competitive shipping rates while 
maintaining greater control and influence 
over their cargo services to keep non-
perishable items and fuel moving through 
to the communities. 

“These ownership stakes have helped 
to develop some self-sufficiency,” says 
Wilson. “The ability to pool resources, 
volume buy, have greater access to 
products means a successful co-op that 
can provide stability to the community.” 

However, even with these partnerships 
in place, the high cost of transport and 
operation in the North can have an impact 
on food prices. Along with collaborating 
with various stakeholders, Arctic Co-op 
has played a key role in working with 
the federal government to promote 
healthy food choices in the remote 
communities by keeping foods costs 
down. As a registered retailer under the 

Front Row (Left to Right):  Shona Suderman, VP innovation & infrastructure services, Mary Nirlungayuk, VP  corporate services &  corporate  
secretary, Robin Buchanan, director merchandising & logistics, John Simms, director subsidiaries & auxiliary business, Rod Wilson,  CEO. 
Back Row (Left to Right): Scott Innes, director operations, Duane Wilson, VP stakeholder relations, Glenn Williams,  CFO,      
Jack Ediger, VP operations.

ALONG WITH COLLABORATING WITH VARIOUS  

STAKEHOLDERS, ARCTIC CO-OP HAS PLAYED A KEY 

ROLE IN WORKING WITH THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT  

TO PROMOTE HEALTHY FOOD CHOICES IN THE REMOTE 

COMMUNITIES BY KEEPING FOODS COSTS DOWN. 
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F
ruit Attraction 2022 concluded its 14th edition on the 
6th of October with excellent results, described            
by the participants as very positive since it opened 

its doors on Tuesday 4th. Over the three days, a total of 
89,535 professionals from 137 countries attended the 
event, which was the largest in its history.  

The fair, organised by IFEMA MADRID and FEPEX, with 
Andalusia as the Guest Region, registered a participation of 
1,740 exhibitors from 57 countries, and an occupation of 
more than 58,300 net square metres of fruit and vegetables 
spread over eight pavilions of the exhibition centre. This           
represents an area growth of 42% compared to the 2021      
edition, and 4% compared to prepandemic levels in 2019. The 
figures have turned Madrid into the fruit and vegetable       
capital of the world as well as ratifying Fruit Attraction as a 
key instrument for global fruit and vegetable marketing with 
the capacity to promote worldwide exports in the sector. 

International participation has grown strongly, representing 
35% of the surface area and with exhibitors from 57 countries. 
European presence is noteworthy, with a significant       
occupation from Italy, France, the Netherlands, Portugal, 
Germany, the United Kingdom, and Belgium, in addition       
to the increase in participation from the Americas, from 
countries such as Ecuador, the United States, Chile and 
Colombia, and from Africa. 

One of the aspects most highly valued by the attendees 
was the quality and professionalism of the international 
visitors from 137 countries, who represented 40% of the 
total number of attendees. Once again, this year, the 
largest number of visitors came from Europe, especially 
from Italy, France, Portugal, the Netherlands, the United 
Kingdom and Germany. The biggest increase was in Latin 
America, where growth has been recorded in countries 
such as Peru, Chile, Brazil, Colombia, Mexico, Ecuador, 
Argentina and Costa Rica, among others.   

Fruit Attraction has also provided participants with a 
platform for international promotion and expansion with 
the ‘International Guest Programme’, financed by the fair,    
in collaboration with the Ministry of Agriculture and         
ICEX, which attracted 669 large buyers, retail purchasing 
managers, importers and wholesalers from 65 countries       
to Madrid. In this context, the ‘Guest Importing Country 
Programme’ also stands out, this year counting on Canada, 
the United Arab Emirates, Saudi Arabia and Vietnam. 

In terms of Spain, Fruit Attraction 2022 was attended      
by all the autonomous communities except the Balearic 
Islands. With more than 38,000 square metres of exhibition 
space, its success is mainly due to the great interest of 
Spanish fruit and vegetable production in international 
marketing, precisely in a key month for campaign planning. 
In total, there were 861 Spanish exhibitors, with Andalusia 
having the largest number of companies (200), followed 
by the Region of Valencia (173), Murcia (117), Catalonia (101), 
and Madrid (76). There were also notable participations 
from Aragon, with 39 exhibitors: Extremadura (36), La 
Rioja (25), Castilla La-Mancha (24), Castilla y León (20), as 
well as Navarre, the Basque Country, Galicia, the Canary 
Islands, Cantabria and Asturias.  

Once again, Fresh Produce, the exhibition area for fruit 
and vegetable producers and traders, was the most          
represented segment, accounting for 72% of the offer. 
However, this year’s edition also saw a notable increase of 
57% in the Fresh Food Logistics area, as well as in Smart 
Agro, with an increase of around 99%.  

In the field of innovation, Fruit Attraction hosted a new 
edition of The Innovation Hub with the exhibition of a       
total of 46 products and services. Along the same lines, the 
Innovation Hub Prize was awarded to Surinver in the Fresh 
Produce category, Syngenta in the F&V Industry category 
and Granada La Palma in the Sustainability and Commitment 
Actions category, each of which received 2,000 euros. 

A full programme of conferences made Fruit Attraction the 
knowledge centre for the sector, with 3 congresses and 84 
presentations characterised by the great diversity of content, 
as well as the high level of the participants and speakers.  

In addition to the renowned Fresh Produce area, which 
once again has the largest representation with 70% of         
the offer, and Auxiliary Industry, with 30%, Fresh Food 
Logistics, the sectoral platform for logistics, transport and 
management of the cold chain for fresh food, was added, 
with 100% occupancy of its exhibition space. ●
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federal government’s Nutrition North 
Canada (NNC) program, Arctic Co-op 
receives freight subsidies for perishable 
food items such as milk, eggs, and produce, 
which improves accessibility to nutritious, 
food choices, and passes the subsidy on 
to members and customers.  

With food insecurity in the North being 
disproportionately higher than other parts 
of the country, Wilson adds they also work 
closely with Food Banks Canada and 

Second Harvest, to ensure that products 
usually sold in store make it out into the 
communities where it’s needed most. This 
was a particular focus during the pandemic, 
which isolated these communities from the 
supply chain even further. In response, 
Arctic Co-op’s stakeholder relations and 
merchandising, and logistics divisions 
coordinated the shipment of over 100 
tonnes of food to Arctic communities to 
help mitigate the pandemic’s impacts. 

While addressing urgent needs is 
imperative, over the course of 50 years 
Artic Co-op has looked to long-term 
investments and initiatives to empower 
community prosperity and resilience.  
Wilson points to their stake in First Nations 
Bank of Canada, which brought financial 
services offerings to the North. The eight 
banking centres, located inside co-ops across 
the Arctic, has allowed community 
members to gain more control over their 

own finances, along with providing an 
opportunity to gain financial literacy skills.  

“Co-ops in the Arctic are very focused 
on the development of people,” explains 
Wilson, pointing to the training they offer 
employees which ranges from retail related 
skills, such as food safety, food preparation, 
and refrigeration, to plumbing and first aid. 
“A number of these, yes, they benefit the 
co-op, but these skills are also transferable 
and will help individuals grow in order to 

POST SHOW REVIEW By Frank Yeo

CONFIRMS ITS POSITION AS THE 
WORLD’S LEADING EVENT FOR THE 
FRUIT AND VEGETABLE SECTOR

fruit  
attraction

The fair was presented at a ceremony attended by Fernando Miranda, 
secretary general for agriculture and food - Ministry of Agriculture, 
Fisheries and Food; Vicente Azpitarte, delegate of the Andalusian 
Regional Government in Madrid; Juan Arrizabalaga, director general 
of IFEMA MADRID; José María Pozancos, director general of FEPEX; 
and María José Sánchez, director of Fruit Attraction.

WHILE ADDRESSING URGENT NEEDS IS IMPERATIVE, OVER 

THE COURSE OF 50 YEARS ARTIC CO-OP HAS LOOKED TO 

LONG-TERM INVESTMENTS AND INITIATIVES TO EMPOWER 

COMMUNITY PROSPERITY AND RESILIENCE.  

bring more services to the community.” 
Education also heavily focuses on 

mitigating businesses’ impact on the 
environment and building sustainable 
operations. One of Arctic Co-ops most 
notable initiatives is the Aluminum Can 
Recycling Program in Nunavut, which has 
helped to divert nearly 5.6 million cans from 
the community landfill. Member co-ops 
help organize local groups — from high 
schools to shelters — to collect aluminum 
cans to be recycled. In 2021, when the 
people of Iqaluit were faced with a potable 
water crisis, the program was expanded to 
accept plastic water bottles as well. Groups 
are awarded $1,500 for every sea container 
they fill, and Arctic Co-op takes care of 
hauling the items away to be recycled. 

Environmental programs, offering 
scholarships, investing in community 
infrastructure — these kinds of initiatives 
don’t have financial benefits to the co-
op, says Wilson, but remains one of the 
most important aspect to their operation.  

“This has been the foundation of co-ops 
from the beginning and will continue to      
be our guiding vision. The spirit of collabo-
ration and cooperation builds a stronger 
community and a brighter future.” ●
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T
he fair trade market enjoyed a substantial 
amount of media exposure in Canada in 2022, 
concurrent with on-going expansion of fair 

trade products in mainstream groceries. “And this has 
been great for companies such as mine,” says Stacey 
Toews, owner of Level Ground Trading, the Victoria-
based fair trade coffee roaster. 

Toews echoes the sentiment of many fair trade food 
providers when he says, “Business growth for me in 
2022 was tremendous, and fair trade coffee has grown 
in a relatively short space of time from being niche to 
big business.” 

If retailers embracing the movement are anything 
to go by, then 2022 was indeed a banner year. 
According to Fairtrade Canada’s recently released 

annual report, over 1,700 retailers participated in 
Fairtrade Month throughout May of this year, with 
strong flyer promotions across retail banners. 

Fairtrade Canada (the Canadian member of the 
world’s largest fair trade system and Canadian 
certification body) goes on to state that it saw high 
retail engagement on social media and singled out 
Sobeys, Metro, Longos and London Drugs as 
prominent partners. 

More tangibly, according to a GlobeScan consumer 
insights report, nearly eight in ten shoppers who know 
the Fairtrade mark (which indicates a product is 
Fairtrade certified or contains Fairtrade ingredients) 
believe that by buying such products they think they 
are standing up for fairness and justice. In addition, 

By Robin Brunet

Brisk  
Business
FAIR TRADE BOOMED IN 2022,  
         AIMS FOR NEW HEIGHTS IN ‘23  

health and wellness update
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Mindful of these criticisms, Fairtrade 
Canada states: “Our global system is unique 
in that farmers and workers are equal 
partners with the certifying bodies in the 
Global North. Producers have 50 per cent 
of the vote at our general assembly, and 
they are always consulted during the process 
for establishing new standards, prices, and 
policies. The three regional Fairtrade 
producer networks play a prominent role 
on the board of directors at Fairtrade 
International, ensuring even greater 
representation.” 

Additionally, Fairtrade Canada’s system 
has an ongoing program of Monitoring, 
Evaluation, and Learning (MEL): “This 
is used to improve our understanding of 
how being part of Fairtrade is benefiting 
producer organizations and their 
members, and to generate recommenda-
tions and analysis in support of increased 
effectiveness and impact. This information 
is used to improve the Fairtrade Standards, 
producer support, certification, and other 
Fairtrade activities, in order to deliver greater 
positive impacts for participating farmers 
and workers and their organizations.” 

One of the keys to helping fair trade’s 
integrity and success, both from a food 
provider as well as retailer’s perspective, is 
to know first-hand from where the product 
or food ingredient is being sourced. “In 
our 25 years of being in this business we 
constantly search for new markets and are 
scrupulous about who we buy from, 
partnering only with co-ops who are 
focused on quality, sustainability, and fair 
income for farmers,” says Toews. 

As an aside, Toews says climate change 
is making his job of ensuring steady 
supply of quality coffee beans challenging: 
“For example, I’ve been buying from a 
co-op in Tanzania whose production is 
running 5-10 per cent of historical normal 
due to changing climate.” 

For his part, Felix says the most 
important thing retailers can do is “Meet 
the producer if at all possible. Visiting 
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73 per cent of those same respondents reported feeling 
proud to shop at stores that support fair trade. 

These disclosures came in the wake of Sobeys, Safeway, 
Thrifty Foods and select Foodland stores, as well as 
other retailers across Canada either rolling out or 
expanding their Fairtrade-certified organic banana 
offerings, in order to meet increasing consumer demand. 

As explained by Sobeys head office, the focus on 
bananas was undertaken in light of them being one of 
the world’s most exported fruits: “While a competitive 
market and market price fluctuations can put pressure 
on producers’ livelihoods, the Fairtrade Minimum Price 
for bananas acts as a safety net. This minimum price 
refers to the price paid for the bananas at farm level, 
ensuring that regardless of what’s happening in the 
economy, sustainable production costs are covered and 
the producers are paid a fair wage, guaranteeing long-
term stability for them and their families.” 

Sobeys has also cemented a solid Fairtrade foundation 
with regards to coffee (a wide assortment of Compliments 
Fairtrade coffees), cocoa (Compliments Organic 
Chocolate with Sea Salt, Organic Chocolate with Roasted 
Almonds, and Organic Chocolate with Cocoa Nibs) 
and even Fairtrade certified flowers in its floral 
departments. 

Moreover, Sobeys actively promote the fair trade 
cause: its website urges, “Learn how Fairtrade works to 
curtail child labour, prevent deforestation, and support 
cacao farmers in the Global South with higher wages 
and better working conditions.” 

The Sobeys/fair trade connection goes back to 2011 
when it launched a Fairtrade flower program in Ontario 
stores, making it the first national grocery retailer to 
offer this program. IGA also lays claim to some early 
fair trade ‘firsts’: in 2014 it launched Fairtrade organic 
bananas in Quebec, making it one of the first major 
Canadian banners to offer the certified fruit. 

Given that nothing attracts consumer buy-in than 
products attached to a cause, the rise of the fair trade 
movement is generating considerable competition among 
retailers. “We send our buyers all over the world to 
hunt for unique and interesting products in order to be 
first to market,” says Rob Felix, senior vice-president, 

merchandising, for London Drugs. 
The pandemic lockdowns threw a monkey 

wrench into this strategy, but Felix says 
“We’re gearing back up, and 2023 will see a 
big uptick in new products.” 

While Felix notes that London Drugs’ high 
degree of participation in the fair trade 
movement is motivated by “it being the right 
thing to do, socially,” the company’s 

aggressive procurement policy may be an effective way 
to ward off the Achilles heel of so many social movements, 
ie: diminishing consumer interest. “First off, people will 
pay a premium for fair trade products if they can be 
assured of quality, and that is paramount in all of our 
buying decisions,” Felix says. “Also, we’ve developed a 
reputation of stocking products you can’t find anywhere 
else — which keeps the shopping experience lively.” 

But does London Drugs’ devotion to fair trade benefit 
its bottom line? “Economically it probably makes sense,” 
Felix replies. “Certainly we’ve been able to put some 
producers on the map, one example being Ethical Bean 
Coffee of Vancouver.” 

As with any social movement, fair trade is not free of 
detractors. Cornell University economist Eva Meemken 
spent months interviewing farmers in 50 different cocoa-
growing cooperatives in Ivory Coast and concluded that 
fair trade helps farmers, but not their hired workers. 
Also, in his book The Fair Trade Scandal: Marketing 
Poverty to Benefit the Rich, author Ndongo Samba 
Sylla wrote that premiums meant for infrastructure 
projects often goes towards improved offices for the co-
ops instead of schools or organic farming. 

Level Ground Trading does a big part for the fair-trade movement 
when it comes to coffee and the sourcing of their beans.

Over 1,700 
retailers  
participated  
in Fair Trade 
Month 
throughout 
May of 2022.

farms and production facilities directly as 
we do is ideal. Getting to know producers 
via trade shows is the alternative.” 

One of the keys to helping fair trade’s integrity 
and success is to know first-hand where the 
product is being sourced from.

As the New Year approaches, the 
consumer acceptance of the fair trade 
movement shows no sign of weakening. 
In fact, a 2021 study from Globescan 
suggests that demand for certified products 
will continue to escalate, given that 75 per 
cent of those surveyed who are familiar 
with the Fairtrade mark believe that it is 
more important than ever to support fair 
trade in building a better economy 
following the Covid lockdowns. ● 
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I
t’s been a busy year for the Canadian Health Food Association 

(CHFA). After a two-year hiatus, their Vancouver and Toronto 

events made a comeback with a fresh new name (CHFA NOW), 

look, and (for their Toronto show) venue. Responding to the need for 

more industry insights and education, they commissioned their first research study on the Canadian 

consumer and are gearing up to launch their new retailer education program — all housed under the 

new KNOWLEDGE platform. But, if you thought that wasn’t enough, they have just unveiled their 

new corporate look that better reflects the current natural, organic and wellness industry and the 

role the association plays within it. We sat down with CHFA president and CEO Aaron Skelton to get 

more insight on the new look and where the association is headed for 2023.  

 
 

Q:  IT’S SAFE TO SAY CHFA HAS BEEN BUSY THIS YEAR. WHAT WAS   
 THE INSPIRATION BEHIND GIVING THE BRAND A FRESH LOOK?  

 
We couldn’t be more excited to be this busy. It’s a sign that the industry is growing, and so are we. From an 

increased interest in health and wellness to innovation in retailing and reaffirming the value of in-person connection 
— we know there is a tremendous opportunity to connect our members to the right people, products and ideas. It’s 
this idea of connection that our new look aims to reflect.  

 

Q: 
AND WHY NOW?

 

 
We’re at the helm of an inspiring time in the industry. We’re seeing wellness grow beyond organic food and 

natural health products – to encompass everything from clean beauty and home products to healthy pet food. 
We want to capitalize on the current (and exciting) growth and highlight our place in this industry. Across our 

website and social media channels, you’ll see various hues of greens — the colour universally associated with 
nature — along with the use of beautiful close-up photography. When you take a magnifying lens to the natural 
world, you see there’s a world of intricate networks. That’s exactly what is at the core of what we’re building           
— a robust network where members of our community can connect and grow with each other. 

health and wellness update
By: Western Grocer Editorial Team 

health and wellness updateIN THE NEWS

An Inside Look at  
   

with President & CEO, 
Aaron Skelton

Real Italian arrives in Canada 
Botticelli is the only sauce still made with tomatoes grown and jarred in Italy where tomatoes 

ripen so sweet, the sauce doesn’t even require extra sugar added to the recipe.  
Anyone who makes their own tomato sauce, or wished they had time to, prefers home-style 

over restaurant-style store bought bottles.  But you couldn’t make a sauce this authentic and 
clean with your own home-grown tomatoes in Canada!  

Five of Botticelli’s best-selling sauces will be available to Canadian retailers including Marinara, 
Tomato Basil, Roasted Garlic, Traditional & Alfredo. Run by fourth generation Italian grocers 
and growers from Sicily, Botticelli focuses on brining the authentic flavours and ingredients of 
their ancestors to grocery shelves.  For more information: BotticelliFoods.com

Healthy On-the-Go Snacking Made Easy with 
Summer Fresh 

Summer Fresh has developed the perfect way to snack on-the-go in the best, most 
convenient way possible. The company has launched two brand new healthy snacking 
options for the Canadian market; NEW Summer Fresh Dill Pickle SNACK’N GO and 
Summer Fresh Barbecue SNACK’N GO in convenient packaging made just for you.  

“Nutritious snacks with quality ingredients are what Summer Fresh is here to provide,” 
says Summer Fresh founder and president, Susan Niczowski. “With the success of our chip flavoured hummus that consumers 
can’t get enough of our social media famous Dill Pickle and upcoming star Barbecue Hummus are now available in convenient 
packaging with wholesome lavash crackers”.  For more information:social@summerfresh.com

Support Radiant Skin With RaD8 Sparkling Tea 
With adaptogen and functional drinks being named one of the top 10 trends for 2022, this 

product not only tastes delicious, but also improves the skin’s beauty from the inside-out. 
RaD8 is the collagen-infused sparkling tea that contains sustainably sourced ingredients 
clinically proven to nourish, hydrate and rejuvenate the skin.  

While sipping RaD8 sparkling tea, its synergistic and sustainable ingredients are hard 
at work preventing and reducing wrinkles, protecting against sun damage and enriching 
your skin with a youthful glow.  

RaD8 Collagen Infused Sparkling Teas are available in four elevated flavours: Lemonade 
Thyme, Green Apple Ginger, Cool Pineapple and Blueberry Vanilla. They’re wonderful on 
their own, over ice on a hot day, as a replacement to alcoholic beverages or as an elegant 
mixer. Operated under Vancouver-based company GnuSanté, RaD8 was created by       
professional scuba diver and former model Autumn Kendrick, who is committed to      
helping people reach their fullest potential, enjoy the outdoors, live brightly and have access to transparent beverage products 
that promote healthy lifestyles.  

“Outside of work, there’s nothing more important to me than getting outside and enjoying this beautiful planet. As a proponent 
of environmental policy and action, I feel that everyone in society deserves products crafted by companies who make the          
best choices they can to take care of the planet and people on it. RaD8 is a drink committed to making those who drink it feel 
beautiful from the inside-out and I hope it inspires everyone to feel like their best selves,” Kendrick said.    
For more information about RaD8 visit: www.gnusante.com

Verily Kitchen: Truly, Honestly, Wholesome 
Plant-Rich Sauces 

A passionate nutritionist, celebrated cookbook author, and — most importantly 
— mom of three, Karlene’s experience and knowledge inspired her to create 
Verily Kitchen, a collection of ready-to-cook offerings that are as tasty as they 
are wholesome. Its versatility can be used as a sauce, as a spread or a dip. 
Their food philosophy is rooted in sustainability and social consciousness 
with a focus on high-quality, nutrient-dense, locally sourced ingredients. They 
are committed to creating sauces that are fresh and pure, always free of 
preservatives, GMOs, and gluten. High Pressure Processing (HPP) is used 

which is a cold pasteurization technology that guarantees food safety while preserving the sauce’s nutritional content as well 
as its fresh taste. Due to the fresh nature of the sauces, it’s important to keep them refrigerated or frozen. Current sauces include: 
Hemp Seed Pesto, Cashew Alfredo, and Coconut Rosé.   For more information: www.verilykitchen.com  
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Q:  SO, THE LOOK HAS CHANGED, BUT THE ETHOS OF CHFA           
  IS THE SAME — TO HELP GROW THE NATURAL, ORGANIC            
  AND WELLNESS INDUSTRY?  

Exactly. We’re just finding new and exciting avenues to get the job done. We’re really leaning into harnessing the 
power of our incredible community to grow and shape the future of the natural, organic and wellness industry 
together. At the end of the day, our true belief is when we all do well, Canadians live well. 

 

Q:     
WHAT CAN WE EXPECT TO SEE IN 2023?

 

To help this industry grow, we are committed to connecting businesses to the right people, ideas, issues, and 
expertise. We will continue to host our iconic trade events, CHFA NOW Toronto and Vancouver, but with more 
ways for retailers and brands to connect and discover. We are planning on also hosting smaller, more intimate 
networking events throughout the year to give our members additional ways to engage around common issues and 
challenges we all face as we aim to grow personally and professionally. 

We will be debuting a new addition to our KNOWLEDGE platform, Retailer Bootcamp — this is a training 
tool dedicated to giving retailers an edge in the natural, organic and wellness industry. And our new team leading 
the way in regulatory affairs will pave a path for us and the industry by advocating for the issues that matter most 
to our members, including CBD and cost recovery for natural health products.   

 

Q:   
WHERE CAN WE LEARN MORE? 

I encourage everyone to check out our new look on our website — a channel we are really focusing on growing 
as a one-stop shop for the industry. Whether you are looking for information on regulatory affairs, employment 
opportunities, education on a specific topic, or interested in trade certificates — we are the hub for all things 
natural, organic and wellness. 

 
 

Q:   FOR THOSE LOOKING FOR A DEEPER DIVE INTO THE INDUSTRY, 
   CAN YOU GIVE US SOME DETAILS ON CHFA’S RECENT REPORT? 

Absolutely. We recently launched Health, Wellness, and the Canadian Consumer to give our members Canadian-
specific data on how socioeconomic challenges have affected consumers over the last two years. Both retailers and 
suppliers will find value in this deep dive into how issues like the pandemic and inflation have shifted consumers’ 
beliefs and attitudes about health and wellness.  

CHFA members can access the report by logging into your member dashboard. If you are not a member yet, 
you can download a sample report from our website and get a glimpse at the great content the team is pulling 
together.  

 

Q:   CAN WE EXPECT MORE DATA COMING                                      
   FROM CHFA IN THE FUTURE? 

We have made data and insights a core priority moving forward into 2023. Our members can expect to see 
additional reports coming from us to give businesses a better understanding of our constantly changing world and 
this industry and how it impacts their business. ●

Thank you, Aaron for your time and filling us in on all things CHFA. 
We are excited to continue seeing the fresh face of CHFA come to 
life over the next few months. For our readers, if you want to learn more about the  
natural, organic and wellness industry, head to chfa.ca. 
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R
esearchers from Dalhousie University’s Agri-Food Analytics Lab,    
in partnership with Angus Reid, recently polled more than 1,500 
Canadians about their perceptions around local food and whether it 

was a priority to see them stocked in grocery. Unsurprisingly, most Canadians 
stated that local foods are important to them, and while they were motivated 
to buy local for a variety of reasons, the foremost was to support local        
farmers and producers. 

This was just not survey lip service. According to Statistica, 28 per cent   
of Canadian consumers purchased locally made products at the grocery 
store more frequently in 2022 than the previous year. Other studies                  
show that they are even willing to pay five to 10 per cent more for these 
home-grown/home-made options. 

There’s an appealing idea that local producers and farmers have poured 
their soul into a product — that there’s a story — and if it resonates, buyers 
want to consume it AND the product. Canadian marketing magazine, The 
Message, in fact encourages producers looking to get in on the buy local 
trend to push the “founding myth.” “Even though [a product’s] ‘localness’ 
adds an element of pride, what counts is the story behind it. Consumers 
identify with where the founding myth originated,” the publication explains. 
“You have to sell your founding myth as much as you do your product or 
service itself.” ● 

 

What follows are just a few examples of Western  
Canadian producers that have taken their tale,  
and tangible offerings, to bring local items to consumers  
hungry for both a good story and product.   
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By Carly Peters
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W
hen Darren Jansen, won the lottery in 
1994 it changed his life. But he didn’t 
gain cold hard cash. Darren started 

Eggstream Farms Ltd. after being awarded 1,000 
birds as part of BC Eggs’ New Producer Program 
lottery.  Darren and his wife Jen Laughlin have 
expanded the organic farm several times so that, 
today, they have approximately 15,000 laying hens 
that produce 3.5 million eggs annually.  

With an eye on up-and-coming production 
methods that takes the welfare and health of hens 
into consideration, the pair started as one of the 
first free-range producers in the province of B.C. In 
2020, they saw an opportunity to switch to the 
burgeoning organic market, adding an organic 
feed mill to their operation. Darren states it was a 
big learning curve; having to learn to source the 
organic grains, operate the mill, and even drive the 
truck, came with challenges. But he’s proud that 
Eggstream has played a major part in bringing 
organic local eggs to B.C. 

Having pioneered organic feed production in the 
province, Eggstream has been sought out as a 
source for other farms. In 2021, they opened a new 
organic feed mill facility in Chilliwack to help supply 
over 25 other commercial  organic producers of 
poultry and dairy in the Lower Mainland, as well as 
many diverse small farms throughout B.C.  

In B.C., about 149 registered farmers raise over 
3.2-million-layer hens, which, in turn, produce over 
87 million dozen eggs. “Our egg farming community 
in B.C. is a pleasure to be a part of,” he says, adding 
in Canada, the system of supply management 
allows small farms like Eggstream to continue to 
grow and innovate to meet the needs of today’s 
consumer. “We appreciate the lifestyle that being a 
B.C. egg farmer provides and being able to work on 
our farm with our family members.  We are all 
proud to be able to produce high-quality nutritious 
food for the people of our province.”●

Proudly Produced
PIONEERS OF ORGANIC FEED PRODUCTION IN BC
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Darren Jansen of Eggstream Farms.

“WE APPRECIATE THE LIFESTYLE THAT BEING A B.C. EGG FARMER  
PROVIDES AND BEING ABLE TO WORK ON OUR FARM WITH OUR FAMILY 
MEMBERS. WE ARE ALL PROUD TO BE ABLE TO PRODUCE HIGH-QUALITY 
NUTRITIOUS FOOD FOR THE PEOPLE OF OUR PROVINCE.” 

BC Egg offers a number of marketing pieces 

to help you increase egg sales. These pieces 

include print-ready shelf labels, shelf talkers, 

flyers, recipes, bag stuffers as well as digital 

assets for electronic signage. All of these 

pieces can be downloaded from our new 

Retailer webpage bcegg.com/

retail-tool-kit/. More assets will be 

added as they become available. 

All pieces can be customized with 

specific farmers or your own branding.

Hens have access to the entire barn plus access to the outdFREE-RANGE
Hens have access to the entire barn where they can perch, scratch, anFREE-RUN
ORGANIC
Hens are free-range and are fed certifi ed organic feed

Hens live in cages that allow easy monitoring of health and high foCONVENTIONAL

The Egg Case Can Be Complicated... 
 Let Us Simplify It

FOR INFORMATION ON CUSTOMIZATION, PLEASE CONTACT
Amanda Brittain, Director Communications and Marketing
amandab@bcegg.com   604 854 4498
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R
eal Dubeau’s grandfather bartered for        
their family’s first beehive during WWII. 
Unfortunately, after a bumpy wagon ride 

home, he lost all the bees — and the horse pulling 
the cart after it got stung.  

A couple years later he tried again, purchasing 
50 hives with a partner in a neighbouring town. The 
pair pulled gallons of honey to sell around the towns 
until American Foulbrood, a fatal bacterial disease 
for honeybees, wiped out the entire operation. For 
his third try he went even bigger, 200 hives, and 
smarter, partnering with the Province of Alberta’s 
apiculturist. This time, it took off. 

Dubeau remembers being given “big roles” on 
the family apiary even as a kid. His dad, Clem,         
and uncle Maurice had bought the operation in 
1966, from his grandfather and both families worked 
hard to expand to 2,000 hives. When Maurice 
retired, Dubeau and his father dug in further, 
adding another 1,000. In 2010, Dubeau and his wife 
took over entirely, topping the farm out at 3,600 
hives, along with ushering in the fourth generation 
of beekeepers to the family. 

Between Dubeau, his two sons, and a long-time 
employee, the apiary’s yearly honey production is 
160 pound per hive. The family farm is amongst 
good company in the province. Alberta has             

the largest beekeeping industry 
in Canada, representing approxi-
mately 40 per cent of honeybees 
in the country.  

“I think we have the best 
honey,” laughs Dubeau, pointing     
out Alberta honey is a little            
different from the rest of Canada 
since their bees have a multi-     
floral source of nectar which in 
turns makes more diverse and 
flavourful honey. 

For over 60 years, the family has 
been delivering their Alberta-based product 
to Bee Maid Honey Limited, a co-operative of more 
than 300 Western Canadian beekeepers and a 
well-known name on grocery store shelves.  

“We used to sell honey to them in pails, then in 
drums, and next year, totes,” says Dubeau. “Like 
my farm, they have also grown to accommodate 
more production with a plant in Alberta and Man-
itoba; they pack Western Canadian honey for 
Canada and the world.” 

Each bottle of Bee Maid Honey proclaims, 
“Proudly Owned by Canadian Beekeepers.” 
Dubeau states this assurance for consumers that 
the honey they buy is produced and packaged in 
Canada has been critical to creating sustainable 
and somewhat stable prices of honey. He adds 
people’s broader understanding of the importance 
of bees to the local and global food chain has also 
made it easier to find locations to place hives,          
pollinate crops, and produce honey. 

“All beekeepers take a lot of pride in pollinating 
crops to feed the world. We definitely give more to 
Mother Earth than we take. Being a beekeeper is 
very life fulfilling,” he states, adding it’s also far 
from mundane as there’s always new problems to 
solve; just consider the trials and tribulations it took 
his grandfather to get the farm here. “I’m very 
proud where this operation started and how it      
was built before me, of what my family has built, 
and now preparing the operation for the fourth 
generation. I am very excited to see what the future 
holds for my family farm.” ●

From Canada with Buzz
DELIVERING QUALITY FOR OVER 60 YEARS

THE ASSURANCE FOR CONSUMERS THAT THE HONEY THEY BUY IS  
PRODUCED AND PACKAGED IN CANADA HAS BEEN CRITICAL TO  
CREATING SUSTAINABLE AND SOMEWHAT STABLE PRICES OF HONEY.

Real Dubeau far right, with his father on the far left and 
sons Nathan and Lance in the middle. For over 60 years, 
the family has been delivering their Alberta-based prod-
uct to Bee Maid Honey Limited, a co-operative of more 
than 300 Western Canadian beekeepers and a well-
known name on grocery store shelves.

Hi, my name  
is Real Dubeau.

And I 
produce 
your 
honey.
 

I am one of over three 
hundred Canadian 
beekeepers who own and 
supply Bee Maid Honey.  
As a third generation 
beekeeper, we have built up 
our operation to 3,600 hives 
with my wife, two sons and 
dedicated employees. I enjoy 
the nonstop problem solving 
involved in beekeeping. 
Finding solutions for 
everything from hive 
maintenance to infrastructure 
changes means the work  
is never mundane.  
Producing quality honey 
packaged under the BeeMaid 
brand is very important  
to me and I take pride in  
seeing our 100% Canadian 
honey on the shelves  
of stores across Canada.

Learn more at

beemaid.com

@beemaidhoney



L
uigi Bontorin came to Canada from Italy in 
1954 with only a few dollars in his pocket. 
He found himself an affordable boarding 

house in Calgary, which just happened to be      
run by a young lady and her family who had 
immigrated from Ireland. Here he found more 
than a comfortable place to stay; he married that 
young lady, Myrl, in 1959. 

Back in Italy, Luigi’s uncle ran a bakery, so when 
he lost his job working for White Rose Oil in          
1962, he decided to carry on the family tradition of 
making Italian bread, founding 
Calgary Italian Bakery at a time 
when most people were only 
eating white. 

“It was not well received  
generally,” laughs Louis Bontorin, 
Luigi’s son, who is partners in 
the bakery with his brother 
David Bontorin. “They sold 
some in Calgary’s little Italy to 
the immigrant families there, 
but for the most part, everyone 
wanted white bread.” 

Undeterred, Luigi continued to bake bread 
overnight and do deliveries during the day, while Myrl 
managed the finances. “They were Italian and Irish, so 
you’ve got stubbornness and perseverance,” jokes 
Louis, pointing out today, 60 years later, Calgary 
Italian Bakery is one of the largest independent 
bakeries in Western Canada.  

Situated a 40,000-square-foot facility in the 
southeast of the city, Calgary Italian Bakery           

produces a full suite of 
bakery items for wholesale 
to grocery chains, including 
being on shelf at Calgary 
Co-op’s 24 stores, along 
with select Sobeys and 

Superstores. One of the bakery’s most notable 
offerings is a line of Italian breads that pay tribute 
to Luigi’s passion for clean labels and using local 
ingredients. In fact, all the flour for the bakery is 
purchased from a local milling company and the 
wheat they use is grown in Alberta. 

“It was important to my father, and to David and 
I, that we support our community in any way we 
can,” he says, adding that includes giving back to 
the customers who have been so good to them. 
Whether its providing buns for a charity hot dog 
roast or donating to Calgary cancer clinics (Luigi 
himself went through treatment), Louis states       
that goodwill gestures such as these are the best 
advertising of all. 

He also points to the Calgary Italian Bakery’s 
incredible staff as a key component to their 
longevity. With its production and distribution      
system operating 24 hours a day, the bakery’s 
employees that are critical to the high quality and 
freshness customers have come to expect and love.  

Luigi passed away four years ago, but his recipe 
for success lives on in Louis and David ensuring his 
legacy will live on in the loving loaves shared 
amongst friends and family. ●

La Mia Famiglia
A RECIPE FOR SUCCESS PASSED  
THROUGH GENERATIONS
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WITH ITS PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM OPERATING  
24 HOURS A DAY, THE EMPLOYEES ARE CRITICAL TO THE HIGH QUALITY 
AND FRESHNESS CUSTOMERS HAVE COME TO EXPECT AND LOVE.



W
hen Shawn Leggett looks at a pile off 
used coffee grounds he doesn’t see 
garbage, he sees potential.  

“It’s only waste if you waste it,” explains Leggett, 
founder and president of GroundUp eco-ventures, 
an Alberta-based business that upcycles cafe and 
brewery ingredients, including spent coffee 
grounds and grains, to make super flours, baking 
mixes, and sustainable oils. “After being used for 
coffee or in the brewing process, grounds and 
grains still have so much to give. Both have so 
much more to offer when they aren’t just reduced 
to their most recognizable output.” 

Unlike recycling, upcycling takes something  
considered waste and re-purposes it to make a 
product that’s greater in quality or value. As a key 
component of the circular economy — a system 
designed to extend the life cycle of products and 
ingredients, and contribute to environmental          
sustainability — the upcycled food market is also a 
nearly $50 billion industry.  

“You’re removing organic waste from landfills 
and you’re maximizing the value of raw ingredients.  
Why wouldn’t you do this?” he says, adding this is 
the exact question he asked himself when he first 
learned about upcycled food. 

While working on his MBA on the West Coast 
(ironically, Leggett initially had worked in the oil and 
gas industry for 20 years), he visited a plant that 
converted biomass into energy; he states it com-
pletely changed the way he thought. The concept 

of giving “waste” a second chance just made sense 
to the entrepreneur, but what didn’t was that a lot 
of the foods being marketed as upcycled only       
had repurposed products as the fourth or fifth 
ingredient. He wanted his products to be different. 

After collecting buckets of coffee grounds from 
around Okotoks, Leggett took on 24 hour shifts in 
his kitchen, learning how to properly dehydrate the 

grounds and develop a clean way to extract the      
oil. “My wife is a skincare enthusiast, and she        
knew what a high value product coffee oil was,”         
he laughs. Soon, he also started hitting up local 
breweries who were happy to send their spent 
grains to a good home. 

The result has been award-winning products 
that have upcycled grounds and grains as the first 
or second ingredient. The company’s Born Again 
Brownies protein mix earned the Overall Grand 
Prize honours in this year’s Made in Alberta 
Awards, while GroundUp won a Gold Innovation 
Award at SIAL, the largest food-innovation trade 
show in Canada. Out of their recently opened 
4,000-square-foot zero-waste facility, they also 
create a Better Breakfast high protein pancake mix, 
Brewer’s Barley Saved-Grain Flour, and Gluten-Free 
Coffee Flour, which has more protein per gram 
than whole wheat flour. It even has more potassium 
per gram than a banana.  

GroundUp recently also began being stocked on 
Calgary Co-op shelves, but Leggett says more edu-
cation around upcycled is needed for products like 
his to go mainstream in Canada. He notes that in the 
U.S. some notable grocery retailers, like Texas-based 
H-E-B, are creating upcycled food sections, or even 
using upcycled ingredients in their house-made 
products. The brand is creating shelf-talkers and 
shipper displays in order to help retailers tell the 
upcycled story at stores, while the packaging also 
features a QR code that lets consumers dig a little 
deeper into the importance of second chances. ●

Second Chances
WHEN SHAWN LEGGET VISITED A PLANT THAT  
CONVERTED BIOMASS INTO ENERGY IT COMPLETELY 
CHANGED THE WAY HE THOUGHT 
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UNLIKE RECYCLING, UPCYCLING TAKES SOMETHING CONSIDERED 
WASTE AND RE-PURPOSES IT TO MAKE A PRODUCT  
THAT’S GREATER IN QUALITY OR VALUE.

Shawn Leggett, president and founder  
at GroupUP Eco-Ventures.



E
gg graders: they aren’t at the forefront of 
consumers’ minds, but they play an integral 
role in ensuring the best quality, home-grown 

eggs are making it to store shelves. 
In Alberta, local Sparks Eggs handles over 50 per 

cent of the province’s egg production, processing 
eggs from over 90 Alberta producers. Started by 
Glenn Sparks, a southern Alberta egg farmer, in the 
early 1970s, the Sparks Eggs brand has several of 
the top egg products in the province, including the 
number one conventional egg sku in Alberta. 

The processing and packaging are handled at 
their newly built, sustainable facility that features 
state-of-the-art technology operating grading 
equipment, which can grade up to two million eggs 
per day.  

One province to the West, Golden Valley Foods 
has been at the forefront of the British Columbia 
egg industry since 1950, becoming the largest 
grading station — they grade eggs from over 100 
egg producers in B.C. — and wholesaler of shell and 
processed eggs in the province. Jointly shared by 
Fresh Start Food Corp., a local business owned by 
B.C. egg producers, and L.H. Gray & Son Limited, 

the company has access to sales, marketing/        
promotion, so the egg farmers can focus on just 
that, farming. It also offers up an egg producer 
support team to help egg farmers meet market 
demand for both classic and specialty shell eggs. 

With more egg options in the aisle than ever 
before — classic white and brown, free run, free 
range, organic, and more — sometimes shopping 
the category can seem daunting. “No type of        
egg is better; the right egg is just based on the 
consumer’s own needs,” says Craig Ansell, sales 
director for both Sparks and Golden Valley, adding 
education at the store level about egg types can 
help customers make informed and confident egg 
buying decisions. “We are proud to work with local 
farmers to meet varied consumer wants and bring 
those to the market.” 

Both processors have also brought innovation to 
the industry to help consumers better understand 
the quality of the local eggs they’re buying in store. 
Golden Valley and Sparks are local — local eggs, 
from local famer’s operations, even local sales 
teams — which is the driving force and philosophy 
of L. H. Gray & Son, the parent company that is a 
major player in the Canadian egg industry. Golden 
Valley Eggs was one of the first brands to brandish 
the Buy BC logo on their packaging.  ●

Getting Good Grades
SUSTAINABLE PRACTICES ALONG WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART 
TECHNOLOGY ENABLES SPARKS EGGS AND GOLDEN VALLEY 
FOODS TO GRADE MILLIONS OF EGGS PER DAY.

IN ALBERTA, LOCAL SPARKS EGGS HANDLES OVER 50 PER CENT 
OF THE PROVINCE’S EGG PRODUCTION, PROCESSING EGGS  
FROM OVER 90 ALBERTA PRODUCERS.
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Companies©L. H. Gray & Son Limited, 2021.

That’s why we work every day – with our Alberta and B.C. egg farmer partners – 
to make sure you have the local, quality eggs your customers want. 
It’s what we know. It’s all we do. 

Your customers 
want local eggs.  
Especially now.
They trust local farmers. 

They want to support their local economy. 

They believe local is better for the planet and for the future.

Quality B.C. Eggs
Since 1950

goldenvalley.com

Quality ALBERTA Eggs
Since 1976

sparkseggs.com



A
aron Oosterhoff, owner and operator of 
Springcreek Quail Farms jokes that his 
operation is a bit like Club Med for quail. 

Being a tropical bird ill-equipped to handle cold 
Canadian winters, the flocks are given free run 
inside large spaces that feature plenty of fresh         
air, clean water, and a temperature-controlled     
environment. They even have special lighting that 
mimics the natural cycle of the sun. They must be 
happy; Springcreek is able to sell millions of quail 
eggs every week, from coast to coast, to a market 
that’s beginning to understand the benefits of 
these tiny, but mighty, alternative eggs.  

Even though he grew up on a hog farm, Oosterhoff 
started his quail career collecting eggs after school 
for his uncle who bought Springcreek in 2002.      
And while his post-secondary profession took him 
into the trades, the little birds were never far from 
his thoughts. As he watched his uncle grow and 
professionalize the operation, Oosterhoff became 
more intrigued by the business side of farming. 
Wanting to take this niche, better-for-you option to 
a new level, and into the mainstream, he purchased 
the farm with his wife in 2018. Since then, Oosterhoff 
has grown Springcreek into one of the largest quail 
egg producers in North America. 

Traditionally, if Canadi-
ans had wanted quail 
eggs — which many 
didn’t; the little power-
houses are much more 
common in Asia, South 
America, and the UK       
— they’d have to get 
them in a can, shipped 
from oversea farm        
factories. Oosterhoff’s 
vision was to offer up a 
fresh egg alternative to 
the Canadian market, 
and expand the aisle 

much like what has been done to dairy. 
“Years ago, there was nothing but cow’s milk in 

the dairy aisle. Now you have multiple types of 
‘milk’ which gives people options. I want the egg 
aisle to be the same way. There may be eight      
types of eggs, but they are still chicken eggs.                
I believe that people deserve to have access to 
these alternatives,” he explains, adding education 
of both consumers and retailers has been key to 

breaking in to more mainstream grocers. “Explaining 
quail eggs to people never gets old because you 
get to introduce people to a beautiful taste and 
health experience.” 

That usually happens when they try the extra 
creamy yolk for the first time. Three quail eggs 
tend to equal one chicken egg, but the yolk to 
white ratio is much higher and offers a flavour that 
appeals to consumers and chefs alike. Oosterhoff 
adds they are nutritional powerhouses, naturally 
rich in vitamin A, D, B12, selenium, riboflavin, 
choline, iron, and protein. Plus, they can be 
prepped any which way you’d use a chicken egg       
—recipes are available in-store and online to help 
consumers get comfortable with using the small, 
yet versatile, speckled eggs. 

For many, the fact that these fresh eggs came 
from a Canadian, family farm has also been a            
big selling feature for Spring Creek, particularly 
post-pandemic. “During COVID the overseas supply 
chain was destroyed. But we had consistency. 
That’s the biggest thing our market has discovered; 
Canadian producers can be counted on. We’ve had 
so many buyers say “we should have bought fresh 
all along,” states Oosterhoff, adding that the 
integrity of Canadian products is an unspoken fact; 
it’s a given they are known for high quality and 
standards, which adds to the appeal of stocking 
home-grown options. ●

Alternative Yokes
REVOLUTIONIZING THE EGG AISLE
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A
sian food kits and ingredients continue to see 
benefits from the shift in consumer behaviour 
that saw more people cooking at home during 

Covid. With robust demand, the category trends have 
expanded to include additional Asian regions that widen 
the choices available.  

On Vancouver Island in BC, Jesse Thomson is the 
assistant manager at the Royal Oak Country Grocer 
store in Victoria, He says Asian foods are in the top five 
items sold from the grocery aisles.  

“We’re lucky enough that our store and our company 
has super good relationships with all of our buyers,” he 
says. “We’re able to get an eclectic variety of types of 

foods and sauces and all that fun stuff.” 
Having a good mix of Asian foods that branch out 

beyond the basics of Chinese and Japanese is definitely 
one of the trends moving this category forward. Yuriko 
Kitano senior marketing insights manager with Tree of 
Life Canada’s Marketing Insights Team says consumers 
are embracing options like Thai, Korean, Filipino and 
Vietnamese.  

“They are looking for authenticity, new flavours and 
spices never tried before,” Kitano says. “Miso, curry, 
tandoori, kung pao, sriracha, wasabi, tamari, yuzu, 
matcha; and new cooking methods never tried before 
like steamed dumplings.” 

ASIAN FOODS

By Ronda Payne

Diversity  
Driving  
Asian Sales
ASIAN FOODS CONTINUE TO LEAD THE WAY  
WITH THE INCLUSION OF MORE COUNTRIES 

FOR MANY, THE FACT THAT THESE FRESH EGGS CAME FROM  
A CANADIAN, FAMILY FARM HAS ALSO BEEN A BIG SELLING  
FEATURE FOR SPRING CREEK, PARTICULARLY POST-PANDEMIC.

photo shutterstock.com



Many of these trends are being driven by the popularity 
of social media such as TikTok and YouTube where 
recipes and cooking techniques can be showcased along 
with DIY recipes.  

Kitano adds that the category is continuing to grow 
with AC Nielsen Canada reporting Asian food products 
overall grew by 4.7 per cent in dollars in the year ending 
June, 2022. Instant noodles and light lunches are driving 
most of this growth with an increase of 14 per cent in 
dollars. While inflation (higher prices) is driving some 
of this dollar increase, it’s the demand for convenience 
that is driving the instant noodle and light lunch section 

that is so popular now.  
This ties in with observations of 

Andrea Powell, marketing manager 
with I-D Foods Corporation.  

“Meal kits, a continued growing 
assortment of noodle varieties and 
restaurant favourites in a packaged 
food format,” are trending, she says. 
“There is a continued post-COVID 
trend to prepare restaurant meal items 
and favourites at home. This will only 
grow with the current inflation we 
are seeing and the cost of living rising 
between increasing gas and food costs.” 

While it may be tempting for 
grocers to stock every new Asian       
item available, Thomson shares his 
perspective that knowing the 
demographic of a store’s shoppers is 
essential before making big moves. 
Items like tofu, which can be a big 
part of Asian cuisine, isn’t a big seller 
at the Royal Oak location, but was at 

his previous store in nearby Esquimalt. He’s learned to 
observe customer preferences. 

He will walk the aisles and give advice while paying 
attention to what his customers are interested in. This 
allows the store to provide new items that aren’t too far 
off the usual demand. He’s also 

not shy about pairing up mid-aisle staples and other 
sections like produce.  

“We love the purchases during Chinese New Year. 
That’s where everything you can imagine is available to 
us,” he says. “Especially during that time, we have water 
chestnuts, all the different gai lans and bok choys. Stuff 
that people don’t really know what it is. We can educate 
about it and we cross-merchandise a lot.” 

A large display of Asian veggies will be matched with 
a range of sauces and marinades, rice and noodles. This 
approach ties in well with Kitano’s thoughts that 
consumers want to elevate their at-home-cooking 
experience with premium ingredients from suppliers like 
Kikkoman, Sharwoods and Thai Kitchen. They also 
want to see less sodium, more organic choices and 
preservative-free options.  

“Encouraging Canadian cooks to try new recipes and 

dishes,” are what manufacturers are doing to innovate 
the Asian food category, Kitano says. “Introducing Asian 
flavours in mainstream products: Blue Diamond — 
Sriracha almonds, Inglehoffer — wasabi horseradish, 
Laid Back Snacks — tamari.” 

Powell says manufactures are focusing on collaborating 
with retailers on the category to provide more insights, 
products that fit and traffic-building sets.  

Using the flyer and online promotional tools is a key 
strategy for Thomson’s store.  

“Every time I’m building an aisle, I put myself in the 
customer’s shoes, then I walk across and see what it 
looks like,” he says. “I think everything is super inviting 
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Jesse Thomas is the assistant manager at Royal Oak Country 
Grocer in Victoria, BC. He says Asian foods are in the top five 
items sold from the grocery aisles.

Manufacturers are focusing on 
collaborating with retailers on 
the category to provide more 
insights, products that fit and 
traffic-building sets.

Having a good mix of Asian foods that branch out 
beyond the basics of Chinese and Japanese is one 
of the trends moving this category forward.
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when it’s brightly coloured.” 
Because many Asian sauces can be dark in colour, the 

labels and other packaging make up an important part 
of the aisle’s ability to attract attention. He also likes to 
put emphasis on the affordability of many Asian meal 
options through displays that showcase a simple to 
prepare meal with few ingredients.  

“Big display ends and prepacks with ethnic themes 
during key dates and seasons and also equally important 
is off-key-dates,” says Powell. “Some consumers are 
unaware or feel intimidated by ethnic food or the ethnic 
aisle where they might see things they are unfamiliar 
with or don’t know how to incorporate them into their 
daily meal rotation at home.” 

She adds that end displays do a strong job of drawing 
customers to the Asian aisle products without having to 
visit an aisle they may not frequent.  

Merchandising products in secondary departments 
outside of the main Asian ingredient aisle, has helped 
Thomson achieve optimal sales for Asian foods. Along 
with Powell’s suggestion about dates, Kitano suggests 
including offering easy meal solutions and lunch options 
at back to school and entertaining during the Christmas 
holidays as strategies.  

“Help consumers with easy meal solutions which will 
incorporate fresh ingredients from different departments,” 
adds Kitano. “Educate consumers on the differences 
between cuisines from different Asian countries. Show 
diversity in the flyer, online, in social media, displays in 
store and other areas.” 

When the diversity that makes up Asian foods and 
flavours is brought to the forefront of a store, it’s easy 
to draw customers in to try new meal options or expand 
their current views of the category. Sauces at the 
foundation of the ethnic aisle, can be an easy basket 
add-on when simplicity is introduced in affordable, tasty 
ways that need minimal ingredients.● 

Merchandising products in secondary departments 
outside of the main Asian ingredient aisle will help 
to achieve optimum sales in this category.
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P
rior to being appointed president of Keurig Dr Pepper 
Canada on October 1, 2021, Olivier Lemire held a 
number of key leadership positions in his 11 years        

at Keurig Dr Pepper Canada, including vice-president of 
commercial strategy, vice-president of human resources, 
senior director supply chain and partner brands, and       
finally, national director of field sales and operations. 

Before joining KDP, he also worked for major players 
in the Canadian retail industry such as Procter & Gamble 
and Nike. 

 

Western Grocer magazine had the  
opportunity to discuss his new role with  
him in this exclusive interview. 

 
With a full year behind you as president of 
Keurig Dr Pepper Canada, can you describe  
what some of the challenges have been and 
what successes there have been in 2022? 

As a president for the first time, I took a lot of time to 
reflect on how I wanted to run the company and what my 
purpose as a leader was. I was fully aware embarking on 
this journey that I would have a tremendous amount           
to learn and that the path ahead of me involved great 
challenges, accepting to make mistakes and be imperfect 
at times, but also making important achievements and 
getting to know the people who keep the heart of the 
company beating every day. My advantage was that I was 
very familiar with the organization already, having been 
there for more than 10 years. When I took over, I also 
accepted the responsibility of managing the strategic 
direction of the company and ensuring that KDP Canada 
remains one of the best employers in Canada and a great 
place to grow as a professional and build your career.          
At a time when we must navigate the new realities of 
remote work, rapid change and emerging technologies, I 
obviously wanted to ensure that we maintain a deep 
cross-functional collaboration and a great corporate          
culture. I began my lead as president last October, which 
was in the middle of an upsurge of Covid-19. I must admit 
that it was a challenge to take on a new role and connect 
with the teams while working remotely and with many 
restrictions and preventive measures imposed by the 
pandemic. But I made it and, despite a few bumps in the 
road, I think my journey went very well!  

One of the things that makes me most proud is the 
commitment of our teams to be successful in the Canadian 
market, working together as one team and supporting 
each other through the challenges they faced during 
Covid. Despite the great challenges brought on by 
working from a distance during a long period of time 
and having to rethink the way we work, we were able to 
significantly grow the vast majority of our brands 
through our ability to reach consumers where they are 
and where they use our products. Many innovations 

made their way to the shelves, and we were even able to 
add a new category to our beverage portfolio through the 
acquisition of the Atypique brand and the establishment 
of a new partnership with Labatt Breweries of Canada.  
And finally, the team at the coffee manufacturing plant 
in Montreal is continually breaking production records 
and they had no downtime during the Covid. 

 
How significant is social and environmental 
responsibility for the company? 

At KDP Canada, we like to think of ourselves as a values-
driven team that seeks to make a positive impact with every 
drink. Whether it’s through the donations, sponsorships      
and volunteer programs we put in place to support the 
needs of Canadians, or the efforts and energy we put into 
innovating with sustainability at heart, we seek to do our 
part to help build a sustainable future for our industry,      
an empowering space for our employees and the commu-
nities we serve. We push the pace of the sector in terms of 
ethics, sustainability and mutual support, encouraging 
everyone to do more. Our team is committed to doing 
meaningful work that has a higher purpose and to always 
striving to do better and act as a good corporate citizen.  

Q&A with Keurig Dr Pepper Canada President Olivier Lemire

Through our corporate responsibility platform, Drink 
Well. Do Good. we have ambitious goals when it comes to 
responsible sourcing, climate action, product design, the 
circular economy, health and wellness, and supporting our 
communities. At Keurig Dr Pepper Canada, we are what 
Canadians with a thirst for something better to reach for. 

 
Can you comment specifically about the new 
acquisition of the Atypique non-alcoholic  
cocktail brand and what this will do for Keurig? 

Atypique is the perfect mix of a great idea and a       
creative team. Born from a collaboration between Étienne 
Boulay and Station Agro-Biotech, Atypique has one 
goal: push the limits of the ready-to-drink industry, by 
offering classical recipes of our favourites cocktails, but 
in an alcohol-free version. Out of the box, out of the 
standards, out of the category. The one alternative for 
those who don’t want to drink alcohol, no matter why. 

Atypique makes seven non-alcoholic ready-to-drink 
cocktails (spritz, margarita, gin & tonic, mojito, rum & 
coke, red sangria, amaretto sour) and three alcohol-free 
spirits (gin, aperitivo, whisky). All of their products           
are easy to drink and very tasty. They are currently      
only available in Sobeys stores across Quebec, on 
soberkrew.com, Apéro à zéro and on the Atypique 
online boutique. 

Keurig Dr Pepper Canada purchased the Atypique 
brand officially on August 31st and entered into a unique 
partnership with Station Agro-Biotech to join forces in the 
non-alcoholic ready-to-drink cocktail and spirit market. 

Through our complementary expertise, Station Agro-
Biotech and Keurig Dr Pepper Canada are now working 
together to expand the range of Atypique but also grow 
KDP Canada’s world-class offering of non-alcoholic bev-
erages. As part of our agreement, Station Agro-Biotech 
actively engages in product research and development 
for us and allow us to have a small creative innovation 
lab based in Quebec. 

We have high ambitions for Atypique and several 
exciting activities planned.   

 
How important is innovation to the company  
and can you cite some examples? 

Both the beverage and coffee industries are in a state 
of flux. Innovation in consumer products is limitless,       
and we pride ourselves on being ahead of the curve          
in trends and able to connect with our consumers in        
contexts they can relate to and offer them products that 
meet their needs.  

For example, back in March of 2022, the Keurig team 
launched their latest innovation, the K-Supreme Plus® 
SMART coffee maker with BrewID, a next-generation 
technology platform designed to give consumers a       
perfectly customized, rich and full-flavoured coffee, just 
the way they like it. The big advantage with the BrewID 
is that it gives you distinctively delicious, full-flavoured 
coffee every time you brew since it recognizes the       
specific brand and roast of your pod and automatically 
customizes the settings to the recommendations of the 
coffee-roasting expert who created it. Plus, you can 
fine-tune your cup to be even more to your liking, by 
choosing from 5 strengths, 6 temperatures, and 5 cup 
size settings — and adjusting and storing your favourites 
on your smartphone, so you can schedule ahead or 
brew your personal perfect cup from anywhere. 

Apart from brand innovations, we encourage agility in all 
our business activities and bring this same philosophy to 
our business relationships. We are one of the only group 
in the industry that focuses on building partnerships to 

differentiate ourselves in the field of sustainability and 
to create a bold and original diversification of products in 
our portfolio. We are constantly growing and evolving, 
while our curiosity and thirst for knowledge directly 
drive innovation. We are small enough to be agile, and 
big enough to make a difference! 

A good example of this is our partnership with Labatt 
Breweries of Canada! Keurig Dr Pepper Canada sells, 
distributes and merchandises all of Labatt’s non-alco-
holic beverage portfolio in groceries, convenience stores 
and gas stations through its distribution channels — in 
the rest of Canada. This new agreement came to life         
to broaden the distribution of Labatt’s non-alcoholic 
malt-based products in a network outside of its core 
business, and also to accelerate Keurig Dr Pepper     
Canada’s growth in the cold beverage category by  
introducing a whole new range to its current offerings. 

Another good example is the partnerships we are 
making to support the circular economy of plastics in 
Canada with leading players in the industry such as the 
Canada Plastics Pact (CPP) as well as the efforts we are 
making with other Canadian corporations to improve 
recycling infrastructure. Keurig Dr Pepper Canada         
co-founded the Circular Plastics Taskforce, a collabora-
tive initiative created with Danone, TC Transcontinental, 
Cascades, Dyne-a-Pak, ÉEQ and CIAC. KDP Canada      
has been working with these manufacturers and          
partners to improve plastics recycling in Quebec and 
Canada. Launched in 2020, with financial support from 
Environment and Climate Change Canada and ÉEQ, this 
coalition aims to create a closer alignment between 
market needs and recycling stakeholders and to identify 
and trial concrete solutions for optimizing the handling 
of plastics throughout the recycling value chain. The    
Circular Plastics Taskforce is also involved in the CPP as 
an implementation partner! 

 

What new product launches are planned for 2023? 
In 2023, we will launch our Keurig K-Café® SMART 

coffee maker in black made from 50% recycled plastic. 
Since the introduction of the K-Mini® and K-Mini Plus® 
made from 20% and 30% recycled plastic respectively 
back in 2020, we are progressively applying this new 
technology to our entire portfolio. Next year we will 
have more than seven coffee makers partly made from 
recycled plastic.  

To accompany the launches of our new Keurig K-Iced™ 
coffeemaker and the surge in Canadian consumers’ 
appetite for  iced coffee, Van Houtte® will be releasing 
three brew over ice flavours including Classic Black, 
Caramel Vanilla and Dark Chocolate Coconut.  

On the cold beverages side, we have some exciting 
products coming onto the market as well, including        
Dr Pepper® Zero Sugar and Canada Dry® Ginger Ale 
Zero Sugar. 

 

What is your vision for the future? 
My priority is the health and well-being of my teams, no 

matter where they are based in Canada. For me, it is essential 
to maintain a strong culture that fosters teamwork and 
cross-functional collaboration. I bring this same philosophy 
to maintaining the strong sense of belonging that Canadian 
consumers have for our brands. We constantly talk about 
how fortunate we are to have a large 
community that supports our brands 
and evolves with them as they move 
through life. We want to continue our 
efforts to meet their needs and to satisfy 
their desires. ● 

Olivier Lemire,  
President  
of Keurig  
Dr Pepper 
Canada  

Transformative Change  
at Keurig Dr. Pepper Canada 
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F
rom 1973 – 1976, Larry started his career as a grocery clerk 
at Safety Mart #1 in Kamloops, BC. He then went on to 
serve as office manager at Consolidated Grocers in       

Kamloops from 1977 – 1979. For a year, he became advertising 
manager at Safety Mart Foods before moving on to become 
buyer - merchandising at Consolidated Grocers from 1980 – 1987. 

But what became Larry’s biggest career move was when 
he was hired by Associated Grocers in 1987 as a sales          
representative, eventually becoming director, independent 
wholesale sales.  

“Larry will be dearly missed by all — customers, suppliers, 
colleagues, and none more than myself,” says Dan Bregg, 
president Associated Grocers.  

Bregg says Larry’s casual, friendly, can-do approach has 
been a key factor in the growth of Associated Grocers over 
the years.  

“He and his team have continued to demonstrate why  
Associated Grocers, now in its 95th year of operation, is known 
across Canada as the Home of the Independent. Not only        
has he been an unwavering advocate and supporter of the 
independent grocer throughout his career, Larry has also      
mentored and developed a team, now led by Brody Powell, 
general manager of Associated Grocers that I know will proudly 
carry on his commitment to customer first service, every day.” 

Bregg says that on a personal level, he cannot adequately 
express his appreciation for the support and friendship that 
Larry has given him since they began working together 
more than 20 years ago.  

“While I am saddened that we will no longer be working 
together, I take great comfort in the fact that we will remain 
friends and have many opportunities to share fellowship in 
the years to come.” 

Bregg’s appreciation of Larry is shared by his many         
colleagues and customers. 

Brody Powell, general manager, Associated Grocers, says 
“On Sept 30th, we at Associated Grocers said goodbye to 
an amazing leader, mentor, and friend. Larry has spent the 
last 35 years servicing and putting Associated Grocer’s 
amazing western Canadian independent grocers needs 
ahead of all else.” 

While Larry now plans to slow down and enjoy retirement 
travelling and spending time with his two daughters, Laura 
and Erin and their families, Powell had to promise him that 
the customers would always come first.  “Larry’s commitment 
and passion for the AG Independent customers over his  
35-year tenure was second to none and although he left 
some big shoes to fill, I have promised him the same         
commitment to all our incredible retailers that they have 
come accustomed to from AG over the years.” 

On behalf of everyone at Associated Grocers, Powell 
extends his thanks to Larry for his support, mentorship, and 
guidance over the years. “You will be greatly missed. Enjoy 
retirement!” 

Derrick Dar, owner of Liberty Foods in Fruitvale BC, 
speaks of Larry’s commitment to their success, which 
began with Derrick’s father. 
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LARRY CHMIELEWSKI RETIRES

(left to right)  
Ian Dickson, Reva Powell,   
Brody Powell and  
Larry Chmielewski.

Capping off an outstanding 49 years of serving the  
Independent Grocer in Western Canada, 35 of those years  
with Associated Grocers, vice-president of wholesale,  
Larry Chmielewski has retired from a long and  
eventful career in the food industry.
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ORGANICS

By Robin Brunet

R
ob Johnson, produce opera-
tions manager at Country 
Grocer, can testify first-hand 

about the importance of indepen-
dents in his industry partnering 
with other firms to achieve organi-
zational and business success.          
In his case, a collaboration with 
Discovery Organics has super-
charged the content and sales of 
organic produce in all of his seven 
stores on Vancouver Island and 
Salt Spring Island. 

Family-owned Country Grocer’s 
ethos is to thrive by providing    
customers with quality products, 
competitive pricing, exceptional 
service, and an unwavering commit-
ment to the communities it serves. 
But Johnson admits that while       
the organics movement has been 
growing for decades, “originally my 
program just carried the basics.               
I wasn’t really organically-minded.” 

However, by 2019 customers in 
some of his locations were asking 
if his offerings could be expanded, 
and Johnson was also taking note 
of the rapid rise in demand for       
Fair Trade products. “So I reached 
out to Randy Hooper, the president 
of Discovery Organics, who I’ve 
known for years.” 

Stefan Misse, president at Discovery 
Organics, recalls, “We had previously 

discussed improving Rob’s organic 
program, and when we visited his 
stores his offerings were indeed 
limited in scope and depth. But 
with Rob eager to give it a go, we 
went to work.” 

The foundation for the improved 
program was celery and broccoli. 
“The pricing for both vegetables 
was quite high at the time and we 
were able to offer Rob’s customers 
a better deal thanks to our cost 
benefits of volume,” Misse explains.  

Country Grocer’s program expand- 
ed from that point, taking full 
advantage of Discovery’s ability to 
provide 450 different product 
lines. “Today, thanks to Discovery, 
I’m able to keep customers happy 
by stocking seven to 10 new items 
every week, and the variety of       
the program now matches that        
of my conventional products,” 
Johnson says.  

He adds that while all of his 
stores have enjoyed robust sales, 
his Salt Spring Island venue is 
doing triple the amount of busi-
ness, “and customer support for 
Fair Trade — especially bananas, 
which we source weekly from     
Discovery — is robust.” 

The Country Grocer/Discovery 
partnership has compelled John-
son, who has been in the grocery 

business 51 years, to modify his 
thoughts about organics. “When 
they were first introduced I never 
thought the market would grow 
due to their expense and then-lack 
of variety, and even today some 
stores that sell only organics are 
struggling. But working with a part-
ner as experienced as Discovery 
ensured that our program expan-
sion made economic sense.” 

For his part, Misse was honoured 
to collaborate with Johnson. “He’s 
a brilliant grocer with decades of 
know-how under his belt, and he 
embodies everything we look for 
in a partner: quality, communica-
tion, and honesty.” 

As for the future, Johnson is a firm 
believer that if something isn’t       
broken, then don’t try to fix it.       
“You’ll see more of the same in    
2023, meaning more new organic 
products,” he says. “The program 
works, and the market for this type 
of food is going crazy. I have total trust 
that Discovery will continue to allow 
me to take full advantage of it.” ●  

“Larry is a dedicated and true champion for all Associated 
Grocers retailers and the independent grocer in Western 
Canada.  Since 1992, we at Liberty Foods are forever grateful 
that you, along with Ian Dickson, welcomed our family into 
the AG Family. It continues to be a strong partnership to 
this day! Thank you for your years of guidance, mentorship, 
for always being available to discuss any problem, big or 
small, and sharing your wisdom. On behalf of Liberty 
Foods, congratulations on your tremendous career and we 
wish you a long and healthy retirement!” 

Bert and Laurel Foord, owners of Berts AG Foods in      
Picture Butte AB have known Larry since he started with 
Associated Grocers.  

“We have been an AG customer for 45 years, so we met 
Larry when he first started at AG.  We’ve been fortunate to 

have had him as a close friend for nearly as long.  His warm 
smile, easy comfortable personality along with a great 
sense of humour make us always look forward to spending 
time with him.    Larry is the same guy at the lake, or the 
cabin or your backyard as he is in the office…he listens to 
you and helps you out wherever he can, tells you that 
‘might not be a good idea’ if you need to hear it, and finds 
a way to lesson the tension of a stressful situation with a little 
bit of his great humour and is always there with a hug or a 
kind word to help ground you when you might need it!  

We’re really going to miss you at AG! Thank you Larry 
for everything and all the best in your retirement! “ 

Brooke and Linda Kynoch, owners of Safety Mart Foods, 
Chase BC and Scotch Creek Market, Scotch Creek BC 
speak to Larry’s authenticity and generosity. 

“Larry, a true gentleman in our industry and an advocate 
for the independent grocer. His word and handshake mean 
everything. We have known Larry for close to 40 years and 
consider him a vital part of our company as well as a part 
of our family. He was always available to offer support, 
guidance, advice. or direction with any issue or question we 
ask of him.  We will miss his professionalization, thoughtful-
ness and advice when dealing with business matters but 
will continue to enjoy his friendship and thoughts on         
personal issues as he enjoys his retirement.  Thank you just 
isn’t enough for all he has done for us and how much we 
have appreciated and respected him through the years. ●

Congratulations on retirement Larry and 
THANK YOU from the bottom of our hearts.  
Larry’s time at Associated Grocers will not soon be 
forgotten. But it is clear that all the business friendships 
he formed over the years will continue in retirement. 
 
Best wishes from Western Grocer magazine!

Larry with long time friend and associate Ian Dickson.
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P
amela Kolochuk was named CEO of Peak of the Market Ltd. in July 
2021. Kolochuk began her career at Peak of the Market Ltd. as 
chief financial officer four years ago.  A CPA, MBA and Certified 

Change Leader with over ten years of experience in senior financial   
leadership, she is renowned for her innovative growth strategies and for 
creating engaged, productive employee teams. 

A life-long learner herself, Kolochuk has been a school trustee in         
Winnipeg’s Louis Riel School Division since 2018, where she dedicates 
much of her time to ensuring that children have access to quality,         
inclusive and accessible education. She has just been acclaimed as 
trustee in Ward 4. 

Born and raised on a dairy farm south of St. Claude, Manitoba, 
Kolochuk is grateful for her grower and industry connections that have 
served her well throughout her education and work-life. After earning 
her accounting degree, with a double major from the University of Manitoba, she went on to gain significant 
accounting and high-level project experience, while developing friendships and enjoying extensive success in 
various positions at Cargill, Parrish & Heimbecker and G3 Canada. That knowledge, coupled with unique roles 
in the tech sector, round out her breadth of experience. 

 
Western Grocer had the opportunity to interview Kolochuk in her new role at Peak of the Market.  

 

Q: How important is sustainability to Peak of the Market? 
 
To us at Peak of the Market, sustainability means having a positive impact on people, the environment, and 

our community. We use recyclable and biodegradable packaging materials, implement sustainable production 
practices at the farm, and manage inventory and quality control practices that reduce waste. It is very important 
to us and Peak’s grower partners to nurture the land so it will serve us well into the future. We believe healthy 
people, eating healthy food makes for healthier communities. 

 

 
Q: What about community involvement? 

 
One of our values at Peak of the Market is, “Everyone Matters.” This includes everyone within the organization 

and extends beyond to the communities where we do business.  This same commitment ensures that all 
Canadians have access to high quality, nutritious food no matter their circumstances. In this regard, Peak of 
the Market Ltd. is proud of two initiatives developed to help serve the community: a new partnership with the 
Winnipeg Blue Bombers and the well-established Farm to School fundraising program. 

Once a month volunteers from Peak and the Winnipeg Blue Bombers proudly pack and deliver fresh produce 
to community service organizations who assist many people in our province. This complimentary service 
ensures that everyone has access to produce, regardless of their individual situations.  

We are also currently in the 11th year of our very popular Farm to School Fundraising program 
that sees 50% of the total sales of vegetables sold, returned back to schools and daycares. 
Last year alone, we were able to give back almost $210,000 to these important groups. Not 
only are customers benefiting from a healthy vegetables, local communities are reaping 
the benefits of the donated funds.  ●

Strong Values &  
Sustainable Practices

peakofthemarket.com

PAMELA KOLOCHUK TAKES THE REINS  
AT PEAK OF THE MARKET
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T
he last two years have seen Canadi-
ans shift away from out-of-home 
consumption back into the kitchen. 

Consumers seek simple, affordable, yet 
elegant recipes they can make at home, and 
pasta has become the ideal solution.  

“According to the PCW Canadian 
Consumer Insights, June 2022 Pulse 
survey, Canadian consumers expect          
the at-home lifestyle they adopted       
during the pandemic will persist even        
as workplaces, restaurants and stores     
fully reopen,” says Angelo Baros, vice- 
president, sales, Italpasta.  

The pasta aisle has never been more 
necessary, providing consumers with an 
opportunity to explore various 
meal experiences at an affordable 
price point.   

“2022 started strong; however, inflation 
became an issue that caused consumers to 
take a detailed look at where they were 
spending their money. Items like pasta, beans, 
and tomatoes are both convenient and 

economical, “says John Porco, chief operating 
officer, Unico. “On an average year, we 
typically have two to three ads with a retailer; 
now we are getting about five.”  

The challenge for grocers is to 
implement strategies that will add intrigue 
to these staple products so that they can 
become less reliant on promotions.  

Pasta sales in Canada is on a slow growth 
trajectory, with an estimated value of $381 
million.  However, promotions continue 
to drive pasta sales, consisting of 44% of 
the sales volume.  Currently, the average 

retail price of pasta is $2.27, an increase of 
18%, due to inflation. Although pasta  
prices have risen, it still offers Canadian 
consumers an affordable mealtime option.  
According to an April 2022 Nielsen report, 
the highest selling pasta cuts nationally 
include spaghetti, lasagna, elbow macaroni, 
and penne rigate. In the West, the              
top-selling pasta cuts are spaghetti, extra 
broad noodles, lasagna, elbows, and fusilli.  
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PASTA & SAUCE

By Anne-Marie Hardie
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“With the current economic situation, 
consumers are moving from restaurants 
back to grocery,” says Valerie Nolet, brand 
manager, I.D. Foods Corporation. “When 
choosing their ingredients in grocery, those 
consumers who can afford to will decide 
to purchase more quality/premium 
ingredients to substitute their usual 
restaurant spend.”  Delverde pasta is an 
example of an authentic premium Italian 
pasta line responding to consumers’ need 
for an elevated meal experience.  

Providing consumers with simple and 
elegant recipes to explore will also respond 

to the millennial consumers, who were 
traditionally restaurant goers, but the 
steep price is moving them into the 
kitchen. “We’re finding a lot of young 
people are really getting into different 
varieties of pasta, and it’s helping our 
business,” says Porco. “It’s good for 
retailers and it’s good for us.”  

This demand for quality, yet affordable 
ingredients, has also transferred to the 
sauce category. “Consumers are paying 
closer attention to the ingredients list 
when selecting a pasta sauce,” says Nolet. 
“They are making more informed 
decisions about what to feed their families 
and what to put into their bodies, which 
in turn means seeking out sauces with 
clean, high-quality ingredients.”  Products 
like Rao’s Homemade, responds to this 
need by providing consumers with high-
quality Italian ingredients without the 
addition of sugar or preservatives.  

Diversifying the  
Shelf Space 

Traditionally the pasta aisle has been 
dominated by two countries, imported 
products from Italy and domestically 
produced pasta with Canadian durum 
wheat.  However, increased interest in 
travel and a continuation of food 
exploration provides grocers with an 
opportunity to expand beyond these 
two regions.  

Located in Vancouver, British 
Colombia the Parthenon market’s retail 
location taps into this growing interest 
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“Pasta choices greatly impact the kind 
of sauce you buy. It’s important to pair 
the correct type of noodle with a particular 
type of sauce so that the sauce can bind 
to the pasta or allow the pasta to absorb 
the sauce dependent on its style,” says 
Cassandra Allen, director of consumer 
development, Botticelli Foods.  The pasta 
sauce sales in Canada continue to climb, 
shares Allen, with an excepted growth of 
2.2% for 2023. Marinara, tomato basil, 
roasted garlic, traditional, and alfredo 
sauce remain the core staples for the 
Canadian consumer.  

“Consumers have been searching for a 
little indulgence in their food, making 
economical meals feel more special with 
the addition of indulgent ingredients,” says 
Baros. One way that Italpasta responded 
to this need was by introducing their 
Artisan line, a Canadian made premium 
pasta line inspired by the Italian method. 
In general, both the baking and bronze 
segments, recognized as premium pasta 
products, have seen growth in sales and 
consumption.  This section of the aisle 
provides consumers with an affordable 
indulgence and continues to be an area of 
opportunity for grocers to drive sales.  

Providing consumers with simple and elegant 
recipes to explore will also respond to the mil-
lennial customers, who are traditionally 
restaurant goers. 

The challenge for grocers is to implement strategies that will add intrigue to these 
staple products so that they can become less reliant on promotions. 
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by working with companies focused          
on traditional Greek meals, including 
using Greek ingredients. “We see a big 
opportunity in Greek cuisine; people are 
coming home from their vacation and 
asking I had this pasta dish, do you carry 
it,” says Dirk Gibbs, Parthenon. “They 
come in with an appreciation of a different 
way of cooking and preparing things than 
what they’ve seen in Italian pasta dishes.” 
Expanding the pasta aisle to include Greek 
pasta can introduce consumers to both 
the more traditional cuts, including 
fettuccine and smaller noodles used for 

soups and casseroles, and unique meal 
experiences, like fermented pastas. 

At the Italian Centre, Edmonton, 
Alberta, dry pasta remains the number 
one seller both for its shelf stability and 
lower price point. Assistant Buyer, 
Camilla Cuglietta shared that several 
factors influence consumers’ pasta choices, 
including the season, promotions, social 
media food trends, and recipes. “If they 
see a recipe or something on the Food 
Network, they’ll often come in and ask 
for that cut,” says Cuglietta. Acini de 
Pepe, small peppercorn pasta, is one 

example of a product whose sales have 
increased based on recipes that were 
showcased on the Food Network.  

 “People seem to be gravitating more to 
the shortcuts, penne, rigatoni, a lot of the 
shorter cuts are really popular right now,” 
says Porco.  “It’s no longer just meatballs 
and spaghetti; social media has helped to 
increase awareness that pasta can be made 
in thousands of different ways.”   

The pasta aisle allows grocers to tap 
into several consumers drivers, including 
convenience, economics, and indulgence.  
“Discount shoppers will go for the          
best price, to them dry pasta is dry         
pasta, premium shoppers will purchase a 
quality product (often fresh pasta vs         
dry) regardless of price,” says Nolet.             
“Conventional shoppers will try to hit 
that sweet spot, seeking out quality 
products that are sold at a decent price.”    

Cross-merchandising with products  
that are on promotion continues to be  
an effective strategy to increase the  
shopping cart value.

YOUR PASSPORT TO 
ITALIAN FLAVOR
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Thinking Beyond  
Promotions:  
Effective Merchandizing  

There is no question that cross- 
merchandising with products that are on 
promotion continues to be an effective 
strategy to increase the shopping cart 
value. “When the sales go up, people do 
tend to buy a lot more things,” says 
Cuglietta. “We have a lot of customers 
who will purchase cases of the products 
because we offer better pricing for the 
larger volume purchase.”   

The recent inflation has truly made 
today’s consumers extremely promotions-
driven, taking advantage and loading up 
their pantry for the month until the next 
sale comes out. “Canadian grocers rely 
on their promotions a lot, but it’s also 
important to remember, that pasta remains 
one of the most economical products on 
the store shelf for consumers to purchase 
for their meal,” says Porco. “Grocers 
don’t need to be so aggressive with their 
pricing; instead, they need to merchandise 
pasta in a way that will naturally drive 
sales.”  Olive oils and sauces continue to 
be great pasta partners; however, to 

improve overall sales, retailers can use 
pop up merchandizers in less traditional 
spots including deli and produce. 

The key is to find ways to drive 
excitement to the pasta aisle so that 
consumers are drawn to these products, 
not just for their low prices, but the meal 
experience that they can offer. “Food can 
be an exciting adventure and I would love 
to see more people coming into the stores 
excited about a different recipe or trying 
something new,” says Gibb. “This was 
something that really blossomed in people 
during the pandemic, and I would like to 
see it encouraged more by providing 
recipes, food demonstrations, and taking 
the time to connect with consumers.”  

Pasta will continue to be a high demand 
product for Canadian consumers as they 
contend with rising prices and busier 
lifestyles. Pasta is positioned at the perfect 
price point providing consumers with       
an indulgent, affordable meal. Incor-
porating pop up displays, providing 
product demonstrations, and showcasing 
inspirational recipes will allow grocers to 
become less reliant on promotions to 
drive pasta sales.  ● 
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PACKAGING TRENDS

By Frank Yeo

The pasta aisle has never been more  
necessary, providing consumers with an 
excellent opportunity to explore various meal 
experiences at an affordable price point. 

P
lastic has long been the most     
used packaging material. Its slow 
decomposition rate has rightly 

caused environmental concerns. But as 
consumers become more aware of the 
negative consequences of single-use   
plastic packaging, there is now a big      
push towards eco-friendly alternatives.  

Biodegradable packaging and films          
— made from materials that can be 
decomposed by micro-organisms such as 
bacteria, fungi and algae — are thus gaining 
traction.  Cardboard or paper, as well as 
bio-based plastics are the most used forms 
of biodegradable packaging. Bioplastics can 
consist of cornstarch, mushrooms, seaweed, 
and other plant-based resources. These 
innovations are economical for businesses 
to adopt and reduce the environmental 
impacts of the packaging sector. 

Cornstarch plastic has the same 
characteristics as petroleum-based plastic. 
However, it is produced using polylactic 
acid (PLA), a plastic alternative made 
from fermented plant starch. Starch is a 
natural, organic polymer of glucose. It is 
popular in the takeaway food industry.   

Packaging materials made from seaweed 
have revolutionized the market for plastic 
alternatives. Some are completely edible 
and biodegrade faster than fruit! These 
are commonly used for cups, straws, food 
wrapping and water bottles and take a 
short time to biodegrade. The packaging 
can literally just be eaten and has even 
been taken to a level where the edible 
material comes with different flavours 

and colours. But because most seaweed 
packaging materials are produced 
manually, it is more expensive than plastic. 

Mushrooms too have become an 
alternative material. This styrofoam-like 
packaging material is made using the 
vegetative part of a mushroom fungus along 
with residues from farming. It is lightweight 
and can be molded into a variety of shapes 
and sizes, which makes it the eco-friendly 
alternative to polystyrene. 

Packaging  
for the Future

New Biodegradable Packaging Materials Help 
Food Industry Achieve Environmental Goals 

Paper and cardboard are 100% 
biodegradable and pose a popular plastic 
alternative when it comes to packaging. 
This is most often used in the food industry 
to pack, store and transport goods. Paper 
can be recycled up to 6 times before its 
fibres are too short, which makes it a 
sustainable material. It is furthermore easily 
compostable at home and takes 2 to 6 
weeks to biodegrade. Cardboard takes 
approximately 2 months.  ●
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MEXICAN: HOT SAUCES

By Robin Brunet

T
he brands may fluctuate in popularity and 
sales may wax and wane, but overall the hot 
sauce category in Canada moving into 2023 

remains…well…hot. 
Poonam Docherty, shopper marketing director 

North America for Nando’s Peri Peri, says, “We’re 
coming off another good year, and it’s interesting 
how the different brands have been performing. 
It’s not the big brands driving growth so much as 
the smaller brands gaining prominence.” 

Still, hot sauces represent a category in which 
all players seem to benefit. According to Fortune 
Business Insights, the global hot sauce market is 
projected to grow from $2.89 billion in 2022 to 
$4.72 billion by 2029, at a CAGR of 7.2 per cent. 
In North America, the market size stands at 
about $2.1 billion. 

Fortune goes on to note, “Hot sauces are 
emerging as a widely accepted accompaniment of 
savoury foods. They combine perfectly with various 
delicacies such as meat-based snacks, sweet & salty 
snacks, and others.” 

Tim Chetty, vice-president at Chetty’s Inc. and 

whose father Patrick created the Chetty’s Hot 
Sauce line in Canada 15 years ago (recognized by 
Food Network.ca as among “10 Canadian Hot 
Sauces you NEED to try!”), agrees with Docherty’s 
assessment of regional players rising to prominence. 
“When we launched we were the third Canadian 
company to delve into hot sauces, and over the 
past five years we have seen dozens and dozens of 
companies follow suit,” he says.  

Concurrently, consumers’ palates have evolved 
considerably. “Canadians not too long ago were 
wary of the category, but today even infants love 
hot sauces,” Chetty says. “I’m convinced that one 
day hot sauce will be the replacement for ketchup.” 

Jordan Engman, founder of Mad Gringo 
Hot Sauce, points out that he had $50 to his 
name when he started making hot sauce in 
Canada in February of 2012; since then he 
has grown his company to become nationally-
known (with over 100 retail locations) in what 
he calls “the kick-ass artisan hot sauce” category, 
all of his sauces being manufactured 
in Nova Scotia. 

continued on page 74
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When you trade in an empty 

bottle of Nando’s PERi-PERi 

sauce at any Nando’s restaurant 

only on January 22nd

¼ Chicken
FREE Nando’s PERi-PERi

Fire it up with

Need ideas of how to empty your bottle? 

Visit nandos.ca/recipes for inspiration

One per guest. Can not be combined with any other offer. At participating restaurants. 
Only Valid for Dine in or take out. 9 oz bottle only. Valid on January 22, 2023.

January 22nd
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He says, “Most definitely the popularity 
of hot sauces has been led by regional 
manufacturers, taking it out of the niche 
and into the mainstream category, and now 
large corporations are getting into the game.” 

However, Engman adds, “It’s almost 
cost prohibitive to compete as a local in 
this new landscape unless you’re part of 
a local retail program such as that 

conducted by Sobeys.” He is referring to 
his relationship with the retail giant, which 
began four years ago and inspired Engman 
to achieve consumer popularity by 
providing his least spicy skus. “It was a 
tremendous boost for us, and as part of a 
local program we don’t pay for listings 
or other fees.” 

On the other end of the spectrum, 
Engman is ambivalent about online sales. 
“We farmed our product out to Amazon 
and initially it was a good strategy, but they 
changed to a pay and play arena whereby 
you have to advertise depending on the 
exposure you want. For a company of my 
size this wasn’t viable, especially considering 
we were expected to eat the shipping costs. 
It’s much more straightforward for us to 
deal with grocery retailers.” 

Amid the popularity and competition 
of the hot sauce category, iconic brands 
are expanding into new territory. “Sales 
of our Tabasco brand Sriracha sauce have 
been growing incredibly in Canada over 
the past two years, and we followed this 
up in August with the release of a new 
Sweet & Spicy sauce,” says Valerie Nolet, 
brand manager for Tabasco at I-D Foods. 

Although Tabasco is still outperforming 
other hot sauces on the retail level, the 
brand’s manufacturers are compelled to 
continue to innovate. “We recently 
launched the Sriracha in a squeeze bottle 
and we’re working on updating the boxes 
our sauces are packaged in, to be colour 
coded,” Nolet says.  

Ironically, for all of the category’s 
resiliency, Docherty thinks the full 
potential of hot sauce remains untapped 
with regards to in-store merchandising.  
“Story-telling about food product origins 
and manufacture is big in the grocery 
sector, but that degree of merchandising 
hasn’t yet reached hot sauces,” she says. 
“I think it’s a lost opportunity, considering 
the colourful and fascinating backgrounds 
of many of the brands.” 

Given the seemingly unquenchable 
consumer fascination with Peri Peri, I-D 
Foods is ensuring that Nando’s will be 
front and centre during National Hot Sauce 
Day on January 23 — a move that will 
benefit retailers. Tylre Brown, brand 
manager for Nando’s at I-D Foods, explains, 
“We’ll be carving out a space in stores to 
celebrate, and we’ll use Nando’s to integrate 
many different categories that usually 
experience the January sales doldrums.”  

Key to the marketing push will be the 
participation of Nando’s restaurants. “If 
you visit any restaurant with an empty 
Nando’s bottle purchased at retail, you’ll 
get a quarter chicken for free in return,” 
Brown says. 

Chetty’s, which recently released a Lemon 
Pepper Hot Sauce designed to be the ideal 
coating for chicken wings, lends itself well 
to in-store merchandising. “The best strategy 
is to stage in-store demos and samplings,” 
Chetty says. “It’s also a good way to tell 
our story as a Canadian company.” 

For her part, Nolet urges retailers to 
feature two different Tabasco products 
in flyers instead of just the famous red 
bottle. “We also offer displays and clip 
strips to help draw attention to our 
brand,” she says. 

As for Mad Gringo, it is exhibiting 
outright showmanship by providing 
retailers with Mad Gringo ‘kits’ “that 
feature all sorts of add-ons for consumers 
that have air fryers,” Engman says. “This 
idea is an extension of when we sold 
thermometers with our hot sauces at 
Sobeys, to great response.” Engman will 
also provide retailers with doypack stand-
up packaging in 2023. 

Instacart Trends estimates that with 
over 1,000 hot sauces to choose from, 
North Americans last year consumed over 
444,854 gallons of the product. Hot sauce 
may indeed one day take over ketchup’s 
reign; but in the meantime, more aggressive 
in-store merchandising will go a long way 
in boosting sales and exposure.  ● 

“Story-telling about 
food product origins 
and manufacture is  
big in the grocery  
sector, but that degree 
of merchandising 
hasn’t yet reached  
hot sauces.”

T
here have been calls for Canadian grocers to voluntarily 
freeze prices for some main staples as we weather the 
current food inflation storm. 

 The first grocer in the world to do this was more than six 
months ago. Since then, many Western economies have 
seen grocers freeze prices, including German giant Lidl and 
the well-known French multinational Carrefour. Canada has 
had no grocer pursuing this strategy; none, that is, until now. 
As of this week, Loblaw Companies Ltd. became the first 
Canadian grocer to voluntarily freeze prices for a variety of 
food products. 

  In an unprecedented move, the number one grocer has 
frozen prices for over 1,500 privately labelled products sold 
across the country until the end of January 2023. It was long 
overdue for Canadian shoppers, especially the 25 per cent 
having a hard time coping with food inflation. 

 Consumers and politicians have been continuously criticizing 
Canadian grocers — all of them — for price gouging. The 
criticism even pushed Ottawa’s standing parliamentary 
committee in agriculture to launch an investigation on           
the matter just a few weeks ago. The industry desperately 
needed to do something for its own reputation. 

  Some of the criticism was 
expected and likely deserved. 
Given what happened with the 
bread price-fixing scheme, few 
consumers have forgiven the 
industry, even after all this time. 
In December 2017, Loblaw and 
Weston Bakeries admitted to 
having been part of a bread-price 
fixing scheme for 14 years. Indeed, 
Canadians were able to apply for 
a 25-dollar gift certificate, but not 
one single person in the industry 
was fined or went to jail. Things 
would have played out differently 

in the United States. Americans don’t mess around with 
companies trying to undermine the free market. 

 In our grocers’ defence, though, financial numbers aren’t 
necessarily telling us that grocers are abusing their oligopo-
listic powers, even in the current inflationary environment. 
Many will want to believe it, but the evidence is just not 
there. Canadian grocers have done well, but gross margins 
have remained anywhere between two and four per cent. 
While Loblaw’s numbers are slightly higher than usual this 
year, it’s nothing like in other economic sectors. 

 Take banking, for instance. Last year, the Royal Bank of 
Canada alone made more money in one single quarter than 
all Canadian grocers – including Loblaw, Sobeys, and Metro 
combined – made during the entire fiscal year. 

  Banks are making a killing while shelter costs are also 

impacting food affordability. Many Canadians are paying 
more to have a roof over their heads, mainly due to higher 
interest rates. Paying more for shelter will compromise food 
budgets eventually. 

 According to Statistics Canada, 56 per cent of Canadians 
are currently concerned about whether they can afford 
housing or rental costs. Also, in a recent survey, more than 
seven per cent of Canadians are now using a credit card to 
pay for groceries without knowing when they will pay their 
balance back. Interest rates charged by banks add to these 
outstanding amounts. 

 While some will appreciate Loblaw’s empathetic gesture, 
the grocer’s latest campaign will likely bring some cynicism 
along the way. 

  Some will state that freezing prices for a while is an 
admission of guilt by Loblaw. Not necessarily. Food inflation 
is a worldwide phenomenon. Higher costs have severely 
impacted the entire global agri-food sector. Even if Canada 
has the third-lowest food inflation rate amongst G7 countries, 
Canadians could not have been spared. 

  Some will also claim that other products will increase 
even more, penalizing those who don’t want to buy products 
that are part of the campaign. That is certainly possible, but 
freezing prices for more than 1,500 products for more than 
three months in food retail is quite the statement. Anyone 
involved in the industry will appreciate that. 

  The September Consumer Price Index (CPI) is being 
released today. Even if Canadian grocers should have       
done this a while ago, Loblaw did choose the right week        
to somewhat tame the eventual barrage of profiteering 
accusations that always come with the CPI report. The 
report will likely remind Canadians, once again, that feeding 
ourselves has gotten more expensive. 

In the grand scheme of things, Loblaw’s move was easy     
to execute. Negotiating with contract manufacturers who 
support the grocer’s brands is not that challenging. It just 
needed a plan. The campaign is powerfully symbolic and will 
show that grocers in our country do have a heart. Let’s hope 
other companies follow suit. ● 

COMMENTARY By Sylvain Charlebois

Loblaw to Freeze Food Prices 
Until January 2023 
The campaign is powerfully symbolic 
and will show that grocers in our 
country do have a heart 

Dr. Sylvain Charlebois is senior director of the agri-food analytics lab and a professor in food distribution and policy at Dalhousie University. 
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in the bag

TABASCO Expands Category 
New to the Hot Sauce category is 

TABASCO Sriracha Sauce and 
TABASCO Sweet & Spicy Sauce in 
an easy-to-use squeeze bottle. 
TABASCO Sriracha Sauce is a twist 
on the classic recipe. A skillful 
blend of spicy, sweet, and savoury 
flavours from Southeast Asia — 
with a touch of classic TABASCO 
Brand heat. TABASCO Sriracha 
Sauce has the sweet chillies and 
garlic flavours you’d expect, blended 
with the signature barrel-aged pepper 
mash for that extra peppery kick. 
TABASCO Sweet & Spicy Sauce is 
the ultimate dipping sauce: the perfect balance of sweet 
and heat. It’s sticky-sweet flavour includes hints of ginger, 
pear and garlic while it gets its mild heat from red peppers 
and a dash of the legendary TABASCO Sauce. Both sauces 
are Non-GMO, Gluten Free, Kosher, Halal, Allergen Free, 
Preservative Free, Fat Free, Vegetarian and Vegan-Friendly. 

 
For further information:  www.idfoods.com

The Famous Taste of 
Rao’s Homemade is 
Back in Canada! 

Rao’s pasta and pizza sauces are 
slow-simmered and long remembered, 
bringing out the vibrant flavours and 
aromas of true Italian cooking. Rao’s 
sauces are made with sweet Italian tomatoes and fresh 
ingredients, like garlic, onion, and basil. Rao’s offers a wide 
variety of authentic sauces for any occasion. Make Every 
Day Delicious. 

 
For further information:  www.idfoods.com 

Move Over Butter Boards,              
Tre Stelle Just Launched a            
New Cream Cheese 

Tre Stelle now offers Canadians the best tasting cream 
cheese made with just four simple, natural ingredients:          
milk, cream, salt and culture. Tre Stelle Cream Cheese Senior 

Brand Manager, Brendan 
McDonough added  “this 
means none of the stabi-
lizers or artificial ingredi-
ents typically found in 
other cream cheese brands 
are included, making Tre 
Stelle the cleanest cream 
cheese choice.” Canadians 
will experience this first-
hand when they open 

the pack and see water droplets on top.  This is the natural 
result when no additives are included, showcasing the      
purity of the brand. 

Bel Canada Group launches 
Babybel Plant-Based  

Bel Canada Group pursues its strategy for sustainable 
innovation and diversifies its offering with plant-based 
products to complement its existing dairy options. With    
this strategic approach, the Bel Group aspires to be a   
world-class leader in cheese alternatives. The company is 
also expanding its plant-based 
product offering in Canada with 
the launch of Babybel Plant-Based. 
This innovation is added to the 
acquisition of the MOM Group, 
makers of GoGo squeeZ fruit 
pouches based in Toronto, the 
acquisition of All In Foods, and the 
launch of Nurishh and Boursin 
Dairy-Free products in Canada.  

“The Bel Group’s mission is to 
offer healthy and responsible food for all. Knowing that     
plant-based products are part of the solution to growing   
environmental challenges, we must adapt our approach to 
nutrition,” says Cristine Laforest, general manager of Bel 
Canada Group. “The Bel Group has therefore the mission of 
offering a more balanced range of products by 2030, with 
50% dairy products and 50% fruit and plant-based products.” 
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WHAT’S NEW & IMPROVED IN THE GROCERY AISLE
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Mondelez International Brings        
the Vegan Cadbury Plant Bar           
to Canada 

Mondelez International is introducing Canadians to a new 
chocolatey confection for the those looking for a vegan 
alternative to the classic, creamy Cadbury Dairy Milk taste. 
The Cadbury Plant Bar is available at retailers nationwide in 
two flavours: Chocolatey Smooth and Salted Caramel to 
offer Canadians even more choice when looking for a 
moment of indulgence. 

“We know many Cadbury-lovers have been excited for the 
arrival of the Cadbury Plant Bar, since it launched in the UK 
last year, and we’re delighted to finally have a vegan option for 
Canadians,” said Chantal Butler, vice-president, marketing, 
Mondelez Canada. “As one of the leaders in snacking, we 

know Canadians’ tastes 
are changing, which is  
why it’s our ambition to 
provide a wide range of 
products for snack lovers 
with even more choices to 
suit their lifestyles.” 

Developed over two 
years at Mondelez Interna-
tional’s Global Centre of 
Excellence for Chocolate 
Research and Development 
in Bournville, UK, the Cad-
bury Plant Bar  is made 
with almond paste instead 

of milk. This provides a plant-based alternative to the classic 
Cadbury Dairy Milk, with a hint of nuttiness. The bars are reg-
istered with the Vegan Society of the UK and meet their quality 
standards allowing use of the Vegan logo on packaging. 

All of Cadbury’s chocolate brands in Canada, including 
Cadbury Plant Bar, source cocoa through Cocoa Life —           
Mondelez International’s sustainable cocoa sourcing program 
that encourages responsible farming, and by helping fight 
deforestation and support cocoa farming communities.          
Mondelez International recently announced that they were 
doubling down on their commitment to Cocoa Life with a 
$600 million investment in its cocoa sourcing practices, aiming 
to increase the number of cocoa farming households reaching 
a living income, enhance child protection systems and seek no 
deforestation on Cocoa Life farms globally. 

 
For further information: www.mondelezinternational.com 

Chapman’s Earns Two Awards for 
#1 Ice Cream and #1 Frozen Yogurt 

Two of Chapman’s new products have been recognized as 
#1, each claiming a 2022 Reviewers’ Choice Award from 
ChickAdvisor. “Perfect Canadian treat”, “Delicious!”, and 
“This is sooo good” are just some of the review titles given 
by Chicks who have tried these award-winning flavours. 

Taking home the prize for top rated ice cream is their 
Original Maple Crunch. A sweet ice cream with crunchy 
maple pieces and a unique maple leaf shaped centre. Out of 
169 reviewers, 92.9% would recommend this truly Canadian 
ice cream flavour. 

“Chapmans always has the best ice cream, this flavour is 
so Canadian. I loved the bits of crunch and it was the perfect 
balance of sweetness. Also how cute is the maple leaf in the 
middle!,” said ChickAdvisor advocate, SarahQuinn, who 
rated this flavour with 5 out of 5 stars. 

Chapman’s Canadian Peaches & Cream Frozen Yogurt,          
a treat lower in calories than ice cream and made with      
Canadian peaches, topped the charts in the frozen yogurt 
category. With an overall rating of 4.6 out of 5 stars, this 
flavour received a 95.3% recommendation rate from the      
172 advocates who tried it. 

“Love it. It has a refreshing peach taste and it has pieces 
of peaches in it. I also like that it is very creamy and not        
too sweet. I will definitely buy it again,” said ChickAdvisor 
advocate Juliana88. 

Released earlier this year along with eight other products, the 
focus of these new flavours was to use Canadian ingredients.  
All of Chapman’s ice cream and frozen yogurt flavours         
are made with 100% Canadian dairy and come in full-size      
2L containers. Using local ingredients resonates with consumers, 
as many shoppers recognize the importance of supporting 
other Canadian businesses.

Nando’s PERi-PERi - National Hot 
Sauce Day  

Calling all spicy sauce lovers. This National Hot Sauce Day, 
Nando’s PERi-PERi is firing it up like never before. To mark 
the occasion on January 22nd, Nando’s is treating guests to 
a FREE 1/4 chicken at any Nando’s restaurant. It’s easy to 
redeem the offer. All guests have to do is trade in any empty 

Nando’s PERi-PERi 250ml sauce 
bottle to a Nando’s restaurant. In 
exchange, they’ll receive the free 
1/4 chicken to enjoy. Nando’s 
PERi-PERi can be bought at 
Sobeys, Safeway, Save-on-Foods, 
Real Canadian Superstore and all 
other major retailers. 

This offer is only redeemable on 
National Hot Sauce Day, January 22nd 2023 at participating 
Nando’s restaurants in Alberta, British Columbia and 
Ontario. For those that are looking for ideas on how to 
empty their bottles, Nando’s PERi-PERi has it covered.  

 
For more information: nandos.ca/nationalhotsauceday 

Mary’s Gone Crackers Expands Line 
 Mary’s Gone Crackers 

— continues to expand 
its product line with a 
new item that is unbeliev-
ably cheezee and unex-
pectedly vegan. Mary’s 
Gone Cheezee Plant-
Based Crackers deliver 
the creamy, mild cheddar 
appeal of your favourite 
cheese without going anywhere near a dairy farm! 
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ITALY

100% GRANO
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ENJOY ALL THE
GOODNESS OF OUR

AUTHENTIC ITALIAN
PASTA & SAUCE

Distributed by Bosa Foods 1465 Kootenay Street, Vancouver  B.C. V5K 4Y3
Order Desk and Sales Inquiries: Phone: 604.253.5578   •   Fax: 604.253.5656   •   Email: sales@bosafoods.com  •   www.bosafoods.com

Organic
100% SICILIAN CHERRY TOMATO SAUCE

Varieties available: Arrabbiata, Siciliana, Palermitana, Calabrese, Mediterranea.

Specialità
BIGOLI NOBILI

Organic
VARIETÀ CAPPELLI

WHEAT
Varieties available: 

Organic Spaghetti, Organic Fusilli.

Classic
MARCO AURELIO

WHEAT
Varieties available: 

Spaghetti, Linguine, Penne Rigate, Tortiglioni,

Fusilli, Casarecce, Orecchiette.
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– FEATURING –
SPECIALTY GRAINS & SICILIAN TOMATOES



The great story behind
the great taste of Van Houtte.

Every cup of Van Houtte coffee tells the story of  
100% responsibly sourced coffee beans, sustainably farmed  

to protect nature and empower the communities that grow it.

Learn more at  
VanHoutte.ca/drinkbigger
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